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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This is the report of a study to compare the effectiveness of

an individualized instruction approach and a more conventional

approach to reaching specified goals and objectives with five-year-

old children. In this study the performance of students in the

individualized program of the Early Childhood Unit at University

Elementary School, the laboratory elementary school of the University

of California, Los Angeles, is compared to the performance of stu-

dents in the more conventional kindergarten programs of the Los

Angeles City School System. Performance is measured in terms'of

student behavior as it relates to specific objectives derived from

three curricular areas: reading readiness skills, social skills, and

self-related skills. The programs of both institutions are analyzed

and possible relationships between program characteristics and stu-

dent performance are noted.

The importance of the child's early years and early education

has beers emphasized for a number of years by such scholars as Hughes

(1960), Hymes (1968), Bloom (1964), Hess (1968), and others, yet it is

only in recent years that early education has been given broad support

by federal agencies, state agencies, and local school districts. As

has been the case throughout the history of early childhood education,

this broadened support has been stimulated by national crises -- the

knowledge explosion, the school drop-out, the disadvantaged child,
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students who are not learning to read, and others. This increased

emphasis on early education has been accompanied by theories and pro-

grams but little empirical evidence to indicate the effectiveness of

these programs.

The specific purposes of this study are:

1. The identification and descriptior. of differences in some

central patterns and practices which characterize the early childhood

program at University Elementary School and the kindergarten program

of the public school.

2. The identification of differences in performance related

to reading readiness skills, social skills, and self-related skills

which exist between children compleuing early childhood at University

Elementary School and those completing kindergarten in the public

schools.

3. The identification, analysis, and interpretation of rela-

tionships which exist between the observed differences in student

performance found in (2) above and the program differences found in

(1) above.

Philosophical Concepts upon Which
University Elementary School is Based

The rationale behind the early childhood program at University

Elementary School is well defined and is limited to only. one school,

thus enabling the writer to easily describe the philosophical concepts

upon which the program is based. Since the rationale for the kindei'-

garten program in the Los Angeles City Schools is not so clearly



defined and is comprised of many classrooms in many different schools,

any description of the program or its rationale can only be done by

actually observing what is happening in the classroom. Thus, all

descriptions of the kindergarten program or the rationale upon which

it is based will appear later in the study.

Early childhood education at University Elementary School is

based on the notion that the child must be helped to feel good about

himself, to feel comfortable with himself, to feel and to have the

confidence that he is worth something. To achieve this strong self.

concept, the program at University Elementary School is designed to

meet the needs of the individual student. Thus, the structure of the

school is based on phases of two cr more years, each of which is

defined in terms of specific goals and objectives which are felt to

be necessary to the development of a strong self-concept. The early

childhood phase of schooling includes children who range in age from

three to six years. This age range allows the student to choose from

many alternatives, such as selecting a younger peer group while work-

ing with a very skilled reading group or with a group of children who

have low physical skills.

This early childhood phase of schooling is based on the

assumption that the development of a strong self-concept for the

child between the ages of three and six is dependent on the skills he

possesses in five areas termed "relationships." These are:

1. Relationship to self -- The student's ability to care for

his own personal needs and his ability to move his own

body in space.
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2. Relationship to individual peers -- The student's ability

to interact with another dlild.

3. Relationship to adults -- The student's ability to seek

help from an adult; relate to an adult, and function

without dependence on an adult.

14. Relationship to the peer group -- The student's ability

to participate as a zember 1)f a group -- to share time,

space, and ideas as well as to demand his portion of

time and space.

5. Relationship to materials and ideas -- The student's

awareness of and ability to make productive use of a wide

variety of materials, equipments and ideas.

Each of these areas is defined in terms of specific objectives which

are critical and possible for every child by the time he completes

the early childhood phase of schooling. These skills do not repre-

sent all that the student will reach but a minimal level beyond which

the child is encouraged to go as far as he is able. These areas are

used to determine the curricular stress, for evaluating student needs,

and for prescribing the instructional activities needed.

Another characteristic of the school which is instrumental in

providing for the individual differences of students is that of team

teaching -- a structure in which two or more teachers plan together

and work together in teaching a single group of students. This

structure provides alternatives for the student in terms of the

adults with whom he can function best at any given time; it also

provides a larger group of students from which to choose his peer

5.
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group. The teacher is also afforded more altc?rnatives in terms of

the students with whom he can work best and the curricular areas with

which he feels most comfortable. This structure also provides the

teachers the opportunity to upgrade their teaching skills by the

influence they have on each other. In the early Childhood unit the

teams are usually made up of two or three teachers with from thirty-

five to forty-five students.

The criteria for placement of children once again emphaa!Aes

the needs of the individual. A child is placed with the peer group

which is best suited for him and the teachers with whom he can work

most productively. A child may be placed with another child with

whom he works well or with a peer group which will challenge him.

He may be placed with a teacher who is demanding or one who is warm

and nurturing and so forth.

The teacher's role is primarily one of assessing present

skills and diagnosing the skills needed by the child, prescribing

educational objectives and teacher behaviors best suited to the

Child's needs, providing an environment which is designed to reach

these ends and means, and then acing primarily as a facilitator of

,R1111 learning (facilitating the child's interaction with his environment)

rather than a giver of information.

The child's ability to become an individual who can think for

4t4 himself requires an environment in which he has the opportunity for

confrontation and the necessity to make choices. Thus, the Early

Childhood Program at University Elementary School places maximum

or) emphasis on independent learning activities where the student must

;1714
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take the responsibility for making a choice and for completing a task

rather than functioning in a larger group where most of the decisions

are made by the teacher. Rules are limited to those which are

necessary for the safety of students but do not eliminate confronta-

tions in which the child must make a decision.

Each concept and part of the University Elementary School

program does not function alone but all parts are interrelated and

considered necessary to the development of a strong self-concept.

An Outline of the Study

The study was conducted in two parts. The first is comprised

of the evaluation and comparison of student performance. The second

portion deals wi.h a description and comparison of the kindergarten

programs of the selected public schools and the early childhood pro-

gram at University Elementary School.

The student samples include a total of sixty-nine five-year-

old children. The University Elementary School sample is made up of

forty -three students who have completed at least two years of full

time schooling, at least one of which was in the early childhood unit

at University Elementary School. The public school sample includes

twenty-six children who have completed at least two years of full

time schooling, one of which was public school kindergarten. Child-

ren in the public school sample have previously applied for admission

to University Elementary School and their names now appear on a wait-

ing list for possible admission to the program.

6
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The programs described and compared are those of the Early

Childhood Unit at University Elementary School and the kindergarten

program of selected schools in the Los Angeles City School District

from which the public school sample of children came.

The format for the first portion of the study is a modifica-

tion of that described by James Popham (1969) in "Program Fair Evalua-

tion." This is a design by which to compare two programs having

different objectives. This design involves the choosing of areas

which are common to both programs and on which emphasis does not seem

to favor either program. The second part of the design involves

choosing the areas of each program which are common to both programs

and on which student performance is expected to favor that program.

Thus, the curricular areas chosen for this study are: reading readi-

ness skills, self-related skills, and social skills. The first,

reading readiness skills, is chosen because of the heavy emphasis

given to it in the kindergarLA curriculum guides of the Los Angeles

City Schools and the lack of empha.is e-en to it by the guides and

publications of the Early Childhood Unit of University Elementary

School. Thus, student performance can be expected to favor the

public school sample. The second area, self-related skill:3, is

chosen because of the heavy emphasis given to it in guides and pub-

lications of the Early Childhood Unit at University Elementary School

and the lack of emphasis in the kindergarten curriculum guides of the

Los Angeles City Schools. Thus, student performance can be expected

to favor the University Elementary School sample. The third area,

social skills, is chosen because of its heavy emphasis in the guides
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and publications of both th public school sample and the University

Elementary School sample. Thus student performance can be expected

to favor neither sample.

Each of the chosen curricular areas is then defined in terms

of specific behavioral objectives wbich were checked for content

validity by judges representing the program which stressed that area.

A copy of the objectives for each area appear in Appendix I of this

study.

Criterion items were developed to test the child's perform-

ance related to each objective. Each of these items was checked for

content validity by three judges. These items were then organized

into three instruments for testing and observing student performance.

A copy of all three instruments is included in Appendix II of this

study.

Two observers were hired and trained to work with instrument

"A". This training included discussion and study of observational

techniques as outlined in Medley and Mitzel (1963), a careful study

and analysis of each criterion item, and practice sessions involving

children not included in the study. For instruments "B" and "C", the

same training process was used but both were administered by only one

of the observers.

The first portion of the observations was conducted at

University Elementary School in late July and early August, 1969,

during a summer session which included members of both the University

Elementary School sample and the public school sample. The observe-

tiono were concluded in late September and early October, 1969, during

8
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the regular session at University Elementary School which included

only members of the University Elementary School sample.

The format of the second part of the study, involving a

description of the programs of the public school kindergartens and

the early childhood program at University Elementary School) is a

modification of that used in the Study of Childhood Schooling which

is reported in Behind The Classroom Door by John Goodi-7 (1970).

A series of observational categories (Table I) was formulated

to guide the observations to be made in the various classrooms.

Fourteen kindergarten classrooms were visited for an entire session

(150 minutes) by the writer of this study. An anecdotal record was

kept during each visit. The observational categories were then

expanded into a checklist which was used to organize the data and

make a comparison possible. A copy of the specific categories is

included in Appendix III.

The data collected in the first portion of the study are

treated statistically and analyzed in terms of whole areas -- reading

readiness, social skills, and self - related skills; in terms of sub-

areas -- phonetic analysis skills, oral language skills, aggressive

behavior, and so forth; and in terms of individual criterion items.

The data related to describing and comparing the school programs are

analyzed in a similar manner. The findings of both portions are

studied in terms of possible relationships which exist .between them

-- which characteristics of the various programs might have contrib-

uted to the differences in student performance and why.

Finally, the study is discussed in terms of its possible

9
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TABLET

Major Curricular Areas and Sub-Areas

I. Reading Readiness Skills

A. Auditory discrimination

B. Visual discrimination

C. Fine motor skills

D. Oral vocabulary skills

E. Mechanical skills

F. Recall and comprehension

G. Attitude toward language related activities

II. Social Skills

A. Works and plays on a cooperative level with another child.

B. Utilize., adults as sources of information, support, guid-

ance, and control.

C. Participates as a member of the total group.

III. Self-Related Skills

A. Evidences independence in caring for his own physical needs

and responsibilities.

B. Evidences independence in relating to other persons.

C. Evidences an awareness of his own body and its functions in

the social and physical world.

D. Evidences an awareness of his feelings. Can accept them,

control them, and express them in appropriate ways.
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significance to early childhood education in general, to the Early

Childhood Program at University Elementary School, and to the need

for further research.

The remainder of the study discussed in this chapter will be

organized as follows:

Chapter I presents an introduction and statement of the

problem, an outline of the study, and a descrip-

tion of the philosophical concepts upon which

University Elementary School is based.

Chapter II includes a complete description of the research

design and the methods used in conducting the

study.

Chapter III presents an analysis of the raw data and provides

comparisons for each category in which data have

been collected.

Chapter IV presents a review of the findings, suggests

relationships among these findings, and attempts

possible interpretations and explanations of these

findings.

Chapter V, the final chapter4 presents possible conclusions

which can be reached, possible implications for

programs of early childhood education, and con-

cludes with a presentation of some of the relevant

questions left unanswered.
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Chapter II

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

This chapter describes the research design and the procedures

followed in comparing the performance of students in the individual-

ized early childhood program at University Elementary School with that

of kindergarten children in the more conventional program of the Los

Angeles City Schools. It is further designed to analyze the programs

of both institutions and to suggest possible relationships between

differences noted in the school programs and those noted in student

performance. Specifically, the hypotheses are:

1. For the curricular area of self-related skills, the

performance of students in the University Elementary School program

will be significantly higher than for students in the public school

kindergarten.

2. For the curricular area of reading readiness skills, the

performance of students in the University Elementary School program

will be significantly lower than for students in the public school

kindergarten.

3. For the curricular area of social skills the performance

of students in the University Elementary School program will not be

significantly higher or lower than for students in the public school

kindergarten.

Education for the five-year-old has existed both in the Los

Angeles City Schools and at Univorsity Elementary School for nearly

13 12



half a century. Yet, only for the early childhood program at

University Elementary School has a precise definition been formulated.

This definition contains the broad goals of the program and the

specific objectives which are ner_ssary to reaching these desired

goals. Although a precise definition of the kindergarten program in

the Los Angeles City Schools cannot be found, a survey of the activ-

ities discussed in the courses of study and study guides prepared by

the district provides an idea of some general goals which have

evolved over the years. Observatior in the classroom and discussion

alth teachers reveals a high degree of uniformity among kindergarten

classrooms -- another factor indicating that through custom and habit

the kindergarten program of the Los Angeles City &tools too are

defined.

During 1968-69 academic year, the investigator collected

study guides, courses of study, and other documents pertaining to the

kindergarten program of the Los Angeles City Schools and the early

childhood program at University Elementary School. These documents

were screened to determine some general curricular areas which were

thought to be included .in each of the programs. In those documents

pertaining to the public school kindergarten (Los Angeles City

Schools, 1965, 1967a, 1967b), the general areas receiving the great-

est emphasis are those of social skills and pre-reading or reading

readiness skills. Another area receiving some emphasis, involves

physical skills.

Documents describing the early childhood program at University

Elementary School (Buchanan, 1967; Patterson, 1965; Rogers, 1966) list

.13
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the general curricular areas and specific skills which are to be

learned in each of these areas. Heavy emphasis is given to social

skills which include the student's relationships with individual

peers, his relationship to the peer group, and his relationship to

the adults around him. Another area of heavy emphasis is called

self-related skills, which includes the student's ability to care for

his own personal needs and his ability to move his own body in space

(above the grounds into a new area, and so forth). The third area

of emphasis involves the student's relationship to the materials,

equipment, and ideas around him.

Information taken from the documents of the two institutions

was used in developing a set of precise objectives. Frcm these

objectives, the writer developed three instruments (described later

in this chapter) to determine the performance of students in each

program. Because of the differences in the goals of the two institu-

tions, it was necessary to choose a design which was not overweighted

toward curricular areas emphasized in only one of the programs -- a

phenomenon which could effect student performance and thus bias the

study in favor of one program. The design chosen is patterned after

one developed by James Popham (1969) to compare two programs having

different objectives. This design involves the choosing of areas

which are common to both programs and on which emphasis does not seem

to favor either program. The second part of the design involves

choosing the areas of each program which are common only to that pro-

gram and on which student performance is expected to favor that pro-

gram. Thus, the curricular areas chosen for this study are social
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skills, which are emphasized heavily in both programs; pre-reading or

reading readiness skills, which are emphasized more heavily in the

kindergarten program; and self-related skills which are emphasized

more heavily in the University Elementary School program.

For each of the chosen curricular areas, the researcher

developed sub-areas (Table II) and specific objectives to define it.

(A complete list of areas, sub-areas, and objectives is contained in

Appendix I.) These objectives were then submitted to judges recdre-

senting each of the programs for validation. Three teachers from the

public school kindergarten were asked to respond as to whether the

objectives developed for the curricular areas of pre-reading or read-

ing readiness skills and social skills represent what is being taught

by their institution. Three teachers from the University Elementary

School program were asked to act as judges and respond as to whether

these objectives represented what is being taught by their institu-

tions in the areas of self-related skills and social skills. Any

objective not supported by the judges was either deleted or rewritten

until it was supported.

The original selection of judges included school administra-

tors. However, the writer soon discovered that whereas a high cor-

relation existed between teachers as to what is being stressed in the

classroom, there is little agreement between teachers and adminis-

trators. This is assumed to indicate that the administrator is too

far removed from the classroom to be fully aware of what is being

stressed. Thus, only teachers were selected.

The writer also noted that although the judges chosen to

16 15



TABLE II

Classroom Observation

Major Categories and Sub-categories

I. Curriculum Content

A. Sources of curriculum decisions

B. Existence and specificity of aims and objectives.

C. Content areas emphasized

II. Instructional Process

A. Group instruction

B. Independent activities

C. Transition and routine

D. Basis for the selection of learning activities

III. Learning Climate

A. Daily schedule

B. Classroom rules

C. Techniques utilized for student control

D. Degree of teacher involvement

E. Mannerisms of teachers towards children

F. Degree of student involvement

G. Pacing of classroom activities

IV. Physical Environment

A. Classroom facilities

B. Standard classroom furniture and equipment (in the room
regardless of the activity)

C. Playground facilities
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TABLE II (Continued)

D. Standard playground equipment

V. Student Population

A. School enrollment

B. Class size

C. Class grouping

D. Socio-economic status of school population

E. Age span. of student

VI. Staffing

A. Number of early childhood or kindergarten teachers

B. Teaching responsibilities

C. Evidence of cooperative or team teaching

D. Teacher experience

E. Para-professiOnal staff

F. Trainees
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represent University Elementary School are skilled in writing and

using precise objectives, the kindergarten teachers in the selected

schools do not possess these skills. Thus it appears that the judges

chosen to represent the public school kinaergarten tend to accept the

object4wres as presented by the researcher. On the basis of this,

some question may be raised as to the reliability of these judges to

determine what objectives are actually taught in the kindergarten

program. This aspect of the study will be treated in more detail in

Chapter IV.

For each objective in the three curricular areas, a test item

was developed to determine the student's attainment of the objective.

These items were then submitted to the same judges for validation in

the same manner as were the objectives. Each test item was rewritten

until it was considered valid by the judges. Test items were then

arranged into three instruments (included in Appendix II). One

instrument is an observation schedule which is based on a sign system

of observation as described in Medley and Mitzel (1963). This is a

system in which many short observations are made on each subject and

any behavior listed on the schedule which is seen during the ( bserva-

tion is checked only once. After all the observations are completed,

a frequency count is made from which the' subject's behavior pattern

is determined. The second instrument is a criterion-referenced

instrument on which each child is tested individually by asking him

specific questions or having him perform the actions called for in

simple instructions. A subject's performance on these items is

scored on a simple yes or no baes and when, all subjects have com-
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pleted the instrument, a frequency count is made to determine the

performance of the total student sample on each item. The third

instrument is also a criterion-referenced instrument which is sinilar

to the previously mentioned instrument except that the items included

on it are such that they require more physical activity on the part

of the subjects and the person administering the test. Scoring on

this instrument is done in the same manner as for the previous instru-

ment.

The student samples

The selection of students to be included in this study is

limited by the following:

1. Students' dates of birth must fall between December 3,

1963, and December 2, 1964, thus making the students legally

eligible to enter first grade in California in September,

1969.

2. Parents must have previously applied for the child's

admission to University Elementary School, thus insuring

similar socio-economic status and similar aspirations for

education on the part of the parents.

3. Students must have completed at least two years of a

full time school experience consisting of five days per week

and at least two hours per day. The second of these two years,

the 1968-69 school year, must have been spent in either the

kindergarten program of the Los Angeles City Schools or the

early childhood program of University Elementary School. This

19
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limitation is designed to insure some uniformity in the

child's educational background.

The University Elementary School sample is comprned of all

students in the early childhood program of University Elementary

School who meet the above limitations -- a total of forty -three stu-

dents.

To select the kindergarten sample, the writer obtained the

names of the nearly 800 children on the University Elementary School

waiting list who met the above limitations. From this list of names,

eighty children were selected at random and each of these was invited

to attend the 1969 summer session at University Elementary School.

The twenty-seven students from this random sample who did attend the

1969 summer session became the kindergarten sample.

Although all students included in both the experimental and

control samples attended school prior to September, 1969, the find-

ings and interpretations of this study are limited to the sthool

experiences encountered by the students during the 1968-69 academic

year. It is reasonable to consider that these prior school exper-

iences may have some effect on the student's present performance.

However, it is the belief of the writer that consideration of the

large number and diversity of these prior school experiences broadens

the scope of the study beyond what is manageable at this time.

Therefore, the importance of the prior school experience is acknowl-

edged and this variable controlled by assuring that every student has

completed two years of a full time school experience. No attempt is

made to describe or differentiate between any school experiences

21 .20



prior to the 1968 -69 school year.

Two observers were selected to observe and test all students

included in this study using the three instruments described earlier

in this chapter. One observer selected (Observer A) is a housewife

and mother of two children who has had experience working with young

children as a kindergarten helper and a Sunday School teacher. the

other observer (Observer B) is a housewife and mother of a small

child. She is trained as an elementary teacher and has previously

taught third grade for a short time in the schools of the Los Angeles

City School System.

The purpose and design of the study was explained to the

observers. Each item on the observation schedule was presented to,

and discussed with, each observer until it appeared to be fully under-

stood and until the observer could locate each item rapidly on the

schedule. Observations were then made on six students not involved

in the study and these observations were discussed to ascertain and

correct any problems or confusion which became apparent. The two

criterion item instruments were presented to and discussed with

Observer A who conducted this portion of the study. These criterion

item instruments were also tested on six children not included in the

study and the results discussed to determine problems or confusion

which might be encountered.

The observations and testing of students were conducted in

July and August, 1969, during the University Elementary School summer

session and again in September and October, 1969, during the regular

school session at University Elementary School. All observations
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and testing of students in the kindergarten sample and on ten stu-

dents in the University Elementary School samplewcxe completed during

the summer session. Other students in the University Elementary

School sample were observed and tested during the regular school

session.

A series of twelve, three-minute observations were made on

each student by each observer. Thus, each child was observed for a

total of seventy-two minutes. Observations were made over a period

of days and during different parts of the daily program to insure

obtaining a valid picture of the student's behavior. Whenever

possible, care was taken that the observers were not aware of which

sample a child was from. taring each three-minute observation, the

observer checked any behavior listed on the instrument which she saw

exhibited by the child. A separate instrument was used for each

student.

The second instrument to be used is the first criterion-

referenced test which was administered to each student by Observer A.

For this test, each student was taken to a small office near the

main classroom where he was asked to answer questions or to perform

simple tasks. The observer put a Check by those questions which were

answered correctly or those tasks which were performed properly.

The time required for this instrument ranged from twenty to thirty

minutes for each student.

The last instrument to be used is the second criterion-

referenced test which was also administered to each student by

Observer A. For this test, each student was taken to the playground
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-area adjacent to the classroom where he was asked to perform simple

tasks 76hich are called for in the instrument. The observer then

placed a check to signify those tasks which were satisfactorily

completed by the student.

Following completion of the observations and tests, the

researcher determined the mean or average scores for each student

sample on each of the three curricular areas, the sub-areas within

these curricular areas, and on each test or observational item

included in that sub -area. The difference between the means of the

two samples was determined for each area, sub-area, and item. Using

this difference, the standard deviation was calculated for each pair

of mean scores, and a simple t test was run to determine the signif-

icance of the difference between these scores.

A comparison of the programs

This portion of the chapter is concerned with an explanation

of the research design and procedures used in comparing the programs

of the Early Childhood Unit at University Elemnntary School and in

selected kindergarten classrooms of the Los Angeles City School

System.

During the spring and summer of 1969 the writer was engaged

in developing a comprehensive set of categories, which could be used

to guide subsequent observations in the classrooms of both institu-

tions. Several sources were utilized in developing these categories.

First, the categories utilized for classroom observations in "The

Study of Childhood Schooling" (Goodlad, 1970) were caretully scruti-
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nixed. Some categories were deleted while others were revised and

used as a basis for the categories subsequently utilized in this

study. Second, other resources on classroom observations were

examined. Of special help were articles and books by Medley and

Mitzel (1963), Flander (1960a), and Sears (1963). These articles

were primarily useful in determining the format to be utilized in

writing this checklist of categories. Third, many classrooms were

observed to determine types of activities involved. These activities

and behaviors were translated into observational-categories or sub-

categories anJ incorporated into the instrument. Fourth, the writer's

experiences in education and his ingenuity were excercised in devel-

oping new categories or sub-categories as well as in revising those

from other sources. A complete set of the observational categories

and sub-categories were expanded and compiled into a "Checklist of

Classroom Observational Categories," an instrument which is included

in Appendix III and described later in this chapter.

The writer contacted each of the Los Angeles City Schools

which had been attended by students in the kindergarten sample and

requested permission to observe in their kindergarten program, In

only one school was such an observation denied. The writer subse-

quently visited fifteen of the sixteen classrooms from which the

public school sample of children was drawn and in all five of the

classrooms which make up the Early Childhood Unit at University

Elementary School. Each classroom was visited for an entire school

session (2i to 3 hours) and was followed by a short interview with

the teacher. The observation categories were noted and an anecdotal
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account was kept of the class session and the teacher interview.

Immediately following each observation, the anecdotal accounts were

recorded on the "Checklist of Classroom Observational Categories."

Information on the "Checklist of Classroom Observational

Categories" is recorded in six major categories each of which is

divided into a number of different aspects. The first major category

is that of curriculum content which includes the sources of curricu-

lim decision, the existence and specificity of aims and objectives,

and the content areas emphasized. The sources of curriculum deci-

sions are recorded in terms of what sources the teacher uses in

deciding what to teach: his past experience, district or school

publications, other publications. The existence and specificity of

aims and objectives is reported in three degrees ranging from no

evidence of aims or objectives to clearly defined aims and objectives.

No evidence of aims or objectives means that no aims or objectives

are observed in district or school publications or in conversation

with the teacher. Very general aims and objectives means that aims

or objectiVes are stated by school or district publications and by

the teacher but they are not stated in terms of how the student is to

behave when the objective is reached. Clearly defined aims and

objectives means that aims and objectives are presented in school or

district publications or by the teacher in terms of how the student

is to behave when the objective is reached. To obtain information

on what content areas are emphasized in the school program, activ-

ities observed during the class session were arbitrarily assigned by

the writer to the following content areas: reading readiness, mathe-
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matics, science, social studies, motor skills, oral language and

communication, music and rhythms, arts and crafts, and health and

safety. The emphasis on each content area was recorded during both

large group instruction when the teacher works directly with a number

of students at one time, and during independent activities where

related activities are provided and students can work and participate

in the activity as individuals or as part of a small group with or

without direct teacher contact. The content emphasis for each area

is reported in three degrees ranging from heavy emphasis to little or

no emphasis. Heavy emphasis means that an activity related to that

content area is scheduled regularly for an adequate period of time

(minimum of 10 minutes). Moderate emphasis means that an activity is

scheduled regularly for a short period of time (less than 10 minutes)

or scheduled irregularly. Little or no emphasis means that no

activity related to that curriculum area is scheduled or is scheduled

irregularly for only short periods of time (less than 10 minutes).

The second maior category of classroom observation is con-

cerned with the instructional process. This category includes group

instruction, independent activities, transition and routine, and the

basis for selecting learning activities. Group instruction was

observed in terms of the percentage of time during which students

work in assigned groups, the instructional group size (whole class or

less than whole class), and the observed instructional patterns

(teacher talk, teacher-child interaction, child -child interaction,

teacher demonstration, child's manipulation of material, teacher's

reading to students, and teacher directed games). Independent
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activities were observed in terms of the percentage of time during

which the student has a choice as to the activity in which he will

participate, a judgement as to the degree of free choice allowed, the

availability of materials, and the role of the teacher. The degree

of free choice is reported in four degrees ranging from total freedom

for the students to choose an activity to almost total teacher direc-

tion. The availability of materials is presented by a scale which

ranges from most materials being available to stulents to very

limited materials which are provided and regulated by the teacher.

The role of the teacher ranges from giving of information to observ-

ing with little or no participation. Transition and routine was

observed in terms of the percentage of school time spent in moving

students from one activity to another and in terms of the degree of

structure, ranging from loosely structured (student directed), to

tightly structured or formal (controlled by the teacher). The last

aspect which is related to the instructional process is an assessment

of the basis for the selection of learning activities. This aspect

is recorded on a scale which is the same as that used to determine

the sources of curriculum decisions made by teachers as described

earlier in this chapter.

A third major category used for classroom observation is that

of learning climate. This category is described in terms of daily

schedule, classroom rules, techniques utilized for student control,

degree of teacher involvement, mannerisms of teachers toward students,

degree of student involvement, and the pacing of classroom activities.

The daily schedule was assessed in relationship to the degree of
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freedom with which the daily schedule could be changed) ranging from

flexible with no set daily or weekly schedule to rigid with a set

daily and/or weekly schedule. Classroom rules were viewed as being

permissive if there were few or no classroom rules or guidelines.

They are recorded as protective if there were a few rules or guide-

lines which were primarily based on the safety of the children. Rules

were considered as restrictive when there were many of them or when

the rules eliminated the student's confrontation with the environment.

Techniques utilized for student control are recorded as mass positive

reinforcement; selective positive reinforcement; mass use of signals

such as "Shh," "Excuse me," or holding up a hand; selective use of

signals; mass negative reinforcement; selective negative reinforce-

ment; and ignoring the behavior. In any given classrooms any or all

of these teacher behaviors may have been seen and are recorded.

The degree of teacher involvement involves a judgement and is

recorded on a scale ranging from low to high. Teacher involvement

which was judged to be low may be described as disorganized, ill pre-

pared, or exhibiting little or no enthusiasm. Moderate involvement

is seen as possessing some of the following characteristics: organi-

zation, preparation, routine procedures, and some enthusiasm. A

teacher reported as highly involved is described as organized and

busy, enthusiastic, or spontaneous. The aspect involving the manner-

isms of teachers toward Children is judged as being positive when it

is characterized by honesty, acceptance, and praise; neutral where

there is little or no teacher response to students; and negative when

most teacher responses are punitive) reprimanding, or scolding. The
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degree of student involvement is recorded on a scale which is similar

to that used for recording teacher involvement. Low student involve-

ment included such characteristics as flitting, inattention, and lack

of enthusiasm. Student involvement was rated as moderate when they

were busy with tasks, following routines, and showing some enthusiasm.

Students who were busy, questioning, enthusiastic, and spontaneous

are rated as highly involved.

The final aspect included under learning climate is that of

the pacing of classroom activities. This is rated as either rapid,

moderate, or slow. A rapid pace means that stulents are hurried or

pushed or that much inconsistency and impatience are evidenced. A

moderate pace is described as relaxed, busy, consistent, and patient.

Where there is wasted time, insufficient work, or a lag between activ-

ities, the pacing of classroom activities is described as slow.

The fourth major category is comprised of a detailed descrip-

tion of the physical environment of the institutions visited. This

includes a detailed description of the characteristics of the class-

room and the playground as well as a comprehensive listing of the

furniture and equipment which is found in each area.

The fifth major category considered is student population.

This category encompasses schrol enrollment, class size, class group-

ing, socio-economic status of the school population, and the age span

of the students. The aspects of school enrollment, class size and

age span are self explanatory. Class grouping is recorded as being

heterogenous or homogenous (as determined by any criteria). The

socio-economic level of the school is based on the rating of the
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SIlavky-Bell Index (1955) and is recorded as being middle class or as

upper middle class.

The last major category included in this portion of the study

is staffing. This category encompasses the number of teachers,

number of sessions taught per day and length of the sessions, evi-

dence of cooperative or team teaching, years of teaching experience,

the existence of para-professional help, and the existence of student

teachers. Most of this category entails only a tally of quantitative

responses and, therefore, is felt to be self-explanatory.

The study concludes with a discussion of the patterns and

relationships which appear to exist between the differences found in

student performance and those found between the programs of the two

institutions.
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Chapter III

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the raw data and

to provide comparisons for each category in which data have been

collected. The chapter is divided into two parts: the first is con-

cerned with a comparison of the kindergarten programs of the selected

public schools and the program of the Early Childhood Unit at

University Elementary School, and the second involves a comparison

of student performance between the two student samples as it relates

to the three chosen curriculum areas: reading readiness skills,

social skills, and self-related skills.

Characteristics of the Programs

This portion of the chapter is concerned with an analysis of

the data related to the programs of the selected public school kinder-

gartens in the Los Angeles City School System and of the Early Child-

hood Unit at University Elementary School. The data are reported by

categories which were developed by the writer for observing in the

classrooms and for organizing the data collected.

The researcher made comprehensive observations in fifteen

public school kindergarten classrooms of the Los Angeles City School

System and in all five classrooms of the Early Childhood Unit of

University Elementary School at University of California, Los Angeles.

Each observation was approximately three hours in length and consisted
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of an anecdotal account of the activities of the classroom and the

comments of the teacher. Immediately following each observation, the

anecdotal accounts were recorded on the "Checklist of Classroom Obser-

vational Categories" (Appendix III).

An analysis of these observations shows a high degree of

uniformity among the public school kindergarten classrooms involved.

However, many major areas of difference were observed between the

classrooms ofthepublic school kindergarten and the program of the

Early Childhood Unit at University Elementary School. A comprehen-

sive report of these findings is included in Appendix III.

Information on the "Checklist of Classroom Observational

Categories" is recorded and analyzed in relationship to six major

categories, each of which contains a number of different aspects.

The first major category is that of curriculum content which includes

the sources of curriculum decisions, the existence and specificity of

aims and objectives) and the content areas emphasized. The sources

of curriculum decisions are recorded in terms of what sources the

teacher uses in deciding what to teach: his past experience, dis-

trict or school publications) other publications. In relationship

to this aspect the researcher found little difference between the

program at University Elementary School and the program of the public

school kindergarten. In both programs the primary sources for curric-

ulum decisions are the teacher's experiences and background or school

publications and guides. In all of the University Elementary School

classrooms and in five of the kindergarten classrooms, both sources

were relied on heavily. The other ten kindergarten classrooms were
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divided evenly, five relying almost entirely on the teacher's exper-

ience and background and the other five relyini; almost exclusively on

school district publications. In two of the University Elementary

School classrooms and in one of the kindergarten classrooms other

professional books and publications were also listed as sources of

curriculum decisions. The existence and specificity of aims and

objectives refers to the aims and objectives as observed in district

and school publications or as stated by the teacher. On this aspect

of curriculum content, the researcher found more evidence of specific

aims and objectives in the University Elementary School program than

in the program of the public school kindergarten. In University

Elementary School publications, the aims and objectives are clearly

written and the teachers in all five classrooms can state them in

terms of what the student is to learn. In publications regarding the

kindergarten program of the Los Angeles City Schools, aims and objec-

tives are of a very global nature. Only three of the kindergarten

teachers interviewed were able to state their aims and objectives in

terms of that the student is to learn.

To obtain information as to what content areas are emphasized

in the programs of the two institutions, classroom activities were

observed during the class session and arbitrarily assigned by the

writer to the following content areas: reading readiness, mathematics,

science, social studies, motor sk ills, oral language and communica-

tion, music and rhythms, arts and crafts, and health and safety. The

emphasis on each content area was recorded during both large group

instruction,when the teacher works directly with and directs the
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activities of a number of students at cne time, and during indepen-

dent activities where related activities are provided and students

can participate in an activity as individuals or as part of a small

group with or without teacher contact. In the programs of both insti-

tutions, the writer often found evidence of a content area being pre-

sented during both group and independent activities. From classroom

to classroom the amount of class time spent on many of the content

areas does not vary significantly, However, the writer found that in

most kindergarten classrooms much of the class time devoted to a par-

ticular content area is limited to whole group instruction while in

the University Elementary School program more of the class time spent

on that area is involved with independent activities. An analysis of

the observations shows that both institutions give moderate or heavy

emphasis to the area of reading readiness. In all five of the

University Elementary School classrooms, the major emphasis on read-

ing readiness skills is evident during independent activities with

only moderate emphasis during group instruction. This pattern is

reversed in the kindergarten program where in fourteen of the class-

rooms moderate to heavy emphasis on reading readiness was noted dur-

ing group instruction, while during independent activities moderate

to heavy emphasis was observed in only seven of the classrooms and

little or no emphasis in the other eight classrooms.

The investigator noted a greater emphasis on mathematics

skills in the program at University Elementary School than in the

program of the public school kindergarten. This difference in

emphasis on mathematics is particularly noticeable during independent
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activities. In all five of the University Elementary School class-

rooms, moderate to heavy emphasis is given to mathematics curing

independent activities with little or no emphasis given during group

instruction. In twelve of the kindergarten Classrooms the observer

noted little or no emphasis on mathematics during independent activ-

ities. During group instruction, nine of the kindergarten classrooms

appeared to give moderate emphasis to mathematics while in the other

six classrooms, little or no emphasis was given to this area.

The area of science is given moderate emphasis by both insti-

tutions. In all five of the University Elementary School classrooms

moderate emphasis is given to science during independent activities

with only occasional emphasis given during group instruction. The

observer noted moderate emphasis on science during group activities

in six of the kindergarten classrooms. Six kindergarten classrooms

were also observed as giving moderate emphasis to science during

independent activities. In five of the kindergarten classrooms

little or no emphasis on science was observed in any part of the

class session.

The content area of social studies seems to defy definition.

The observer found that what is being called social studies in the

public school kindergarten is not related to what is called social

studies in the program at University Elementary School. Social

studies in the kindergarten program is defined entirely in terms of

a study of the "community" and is limited to block play (the build-

ing of a community) which is carefully controlled by the teacher.

Social studies in the University Elementary Sdhool program is defined
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in terms of the student's role in his classroom community and is seen

as pervading every part of the school day. For these reasons, the

writer feels that a valid comparison between the emphasis given to

social studies by the two programs is not possible.

Motor skills is another content area which :Is given greater

emphasis in the University Elementary School program than in the pro-

gram of the public school kindergarten. All five classrooms in the

University Elementary School program were observed as giving heavy

emphasis to motor skills while in the kindergarten program the

observer noted moderate to heavy emphasis on motor skills in eight of

the classrooms with little or no emphasis in the other seven class-

rooms. In both of the programs, the emphasis on motor skills is

limited to independent activities with little or no emphasis during

group instruction.

Oral language and communication is a content area on which

the observer finds heavier emphasis being placed by the University

Elementary School program than by the kindergarten program. In all

five of the University Elementary School classrooms the emphasis on

oral language and communication skills is high, while heavy emphasis

is given to oral language and communication skills in only two of the

kindergarten classrooms with another eight giving moderate emphasis.

In the other five kindergarten classrooms, little or no emphasis is

given to oral language and communication skills. As was the case

with motor skills, the emphasis on oral language and communication

skills is limited almost entirely to independent activities with the

observer noting moderate emphasis during group instruction in only
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two of the University Elementary School classrooms and in only three

of the kindergarten classrooms.

The emphasis being placed on the area of music and rhythms

is not significantly different for either institution. Most of the

emphasis on this content area is observed during group instruction

activities with little or no emphasis seen during independent activ-

ities. The observer notes only moderate emphasis on music and

rhythms in two of the classrooms of the University Elementary School

program with little or no emphasis in the other three. In four of

the classrooms in the kindergarten programIthe emphasis on music and

rhythms is rated as high and in six other classrooms the emphasis is

rated as moderate.

In the content area related to arts and crafts, the observer

found greater emphasis being given in the University Elementary

School program than in the program of the public school kindergarten.

Heavy emphasis on arts and crafts is noted in all five of the dl ass-

rooms in the University Elementary School program while heavy

emphasis on arts and crafts is noted in only one of the kindergarten

classrooms. Moderate emphasis on arts and crafts is observed in

eight other kindergarten dlassrooms. Most of the emphasis on arts

and crafts by both institutions is seen during independent activities

with only two kindergarten classrooms observed as giving moderate

emphasis during group instruction.

The area of health and safety is characterized by a lack of

emphasis by both institutions. The researcher reports moderate

emphasis on health and safety in only two of the University Elementary
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School classrooms while in all other classrooms observed in both

programs little or no emphasis on this area is seen.

The second major category of classroom observation is con-

cerned with the instructional process. This category includes:

1. group instructional activities -- those activities

which are assigned and controlled by a teacher and in

which students as a group must participate.

2. independent activities -- those activities from which

students may choose and in which they may participate

as individuals or as part of a small group with or

without direct teacher contact.

3. transition and routine -- those activities which involve

moving from one activity to ano.,her or are concerned with

the mechanical routines of the school day such as taking

roll or collecting milk money.

IL. selecting learning activities -- the sources which are

utilized by the teacher in selecting the learning oppor-

tunities which are provided in the classroom.

An analysis of this category reveals a gross difference in

the primary mode of instruction in the two programs. In the

University Elementary School program an average .of 64 percent of the

school day is devoted to independent activities while 31 percent is

spent in group instruction. Conversely, in the kindergarten program,

an average of 24 percent of the class time is devoted to independent

activities while 64 percent of the time is spent on group instruction-

al activities. The remaining time in each program is devoted to
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transition and routine -- an average of five percent of the class

time in the University Elementary School program and 12 percent in

the kindergarten program.

In analyzing the aspect related to group instruction, the

investigator found that group size throughout the University Elemen-

tary School program varies from small groups of two or three students

to groups which are composed of the entire class. This is opntrasted

with the kindergarten program in which the observer was unable to

find an instructional group which was composed of less than the

whole class.

The instructional patterns observed during group activities

in the programs of both institutions are quite similar. Teacher talk

and the teacher's reading to the students are instructional patterns

which can be observed in every classroom visited in both institutions.

The pattern related to the child's manipulation of materials was

observed in eight of the kindergarten classrooms and throughout the

University Elementary School program. Child to child interaction

(direct conversation between students as opposed to conversation

which is directed through the teacher) and teacher directed games are

instructional patterns which were observed in only three of the public

school kindergarten classrooms during group instruction.

The aspect related to independent activities is analyzed in

terms of the freedom of choice allowed to the studentl.the avail-

ability of materials to the student: and the role of the teacher.

In the first of these areas: freedom of choice, little difference is

observed in the programs of both institutions. In four of the
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University Elementary School classrooms, children are free to choose

from all activities available in the environment while in one class-

room students are limited to activities which are selected by the

teacher. This is similar to the pattern of the kindergarten program

where in nine of the classrooms students are free to choose from all

activities available in the classroom, while in three other kinder-

garten classrooms children must work with those activities which are

selected by the teacher. In two other kindergarten classrooms,

students are forced to choose from two or three activities which are

pre-selected by the teacher. Although both programs provide freedom

for the student to choose, the availability of materials is markedly

less in the kindergarten program than in the program at University

Elementary School. All five of the classrooms in the University

Elementary School program yield evidence that most materials in the

environment are available to the students. However, in only six of

the kindergarten classrooms are most materials in the environment

available to students,while in the other nine kindergarten classrooms

available materials are limited to a few which are set cut by the

teacher, In looking at the teacher's role during independent

activities, the observer found a wide range of teacher behavior with

a pattern of somewhat more directing and limiting behavior among

teachers in the kindergarten program than among teachers at University

Elementary School. In all five of the University Momentary School

classrooms the teacher role appears to be one primarily of facilitat-

ing or observing with limited participation. On the other hand,

facilitating or observing is a common pattern in only five of the



kindergarten classrooms. In five of the kindergarten classrooms the

teacher's role seems to be one of giving instructions or information

while in the other five classrooms the role is one of directing and

limiting the activities.

The area of transition and routine yields evidence of more

structure in the public school kindergarten than in the University

Elementary School program. In four of the classrooms in the

University Elementary School program, transition and routine are seen

as loosely structured while in the other classroom .he structure is

rated as moderate. This is contrasted to the kindergarten program

where transition and routine are ,seen as tightly structured in six

classrooms and as moderately structured in nine others.

The basis for the selection of learning activities in both

institutions is primarily school and district publications and the

teacher's experience and background. Throughout the early childhood

program at University Elementary School, both of the sources are

used as well as information obtained from other books and publica-

tions. The activities in nine of the kindergarten classrooms appear

to be based both on school or district publications and the teacher's

experience and background. In the other six kindergarten classrooms

three teachers seem to rely entirely on their experience and back-

ground while the other three rely "lmost entirely on school publica-

tions. In both institutions the selection of learning, activities is

influenced by the availability of materials and equipment.

The third major category to be reported is learning climate.IIIMM=0 ~MN...FM

This category is analyzed in terms of seven different aspects: daily
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schedule, classroom rules, techniques utilized for student control)

degrees of teacher involvement, mannerisms of teachers toward child-

ren, degree of student involvement and the pacing of classroom activ-

ities. The daily schedules observed in the public school kindergarten

classrooms give evidence of less flexibility than in the program at

University Elementary School. In four classrooms of the University

Elementary School program, the observer notes a moderately flexible

daily schedule while in the other classroom the schedule is seen as

moderately rigid. The daily schedule in five of the kindergarten

classrooms is rated as rigid, four are rated as moderately rigid, and

six others are rated as moderately flexible.

Classroom rules are seen as slightly more restrictive in the

public school kindergarten than in the program at University Elemen-

tary School. Throughout the University Elementary School program,

classroom rules are described as protective. In six of the kinder-

garten classrooms Vhenaes are rated as restrictive while in seven

others, classroom rules are described as protective. In two of the

kindergarten classrooms, few or no set classroom rules were observed

and these classrooms are described as permissive.

An analysis of the aspect related to the techniques utilized

for student control reveals similarities between the programs of the

two institutions. The main difference is in the extend to which

these techniques are utilized with a group of studcnts.as opposed to

being utilized with individual students, a characteristic not measured

by the instrument used. Inall of the kindergarten classrooms and

throughout the University Elementary School program, mass positive
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reinforcement is common. Selective positive reinforcement is noted

as a technique throughout the University Elementary School program

and in nine of the kindergarten classrooms. Mass negative reinforce-

ment is a technique noted in five of the kindergarten classrooms but

was not observed in the University Elementary School program. Selec-

tive negative reinforcement is a technique utilized in the University

Elementary School program and in seven of the kindergarten classrooms.

Throughout the University Elementary School program and in four of

the kindergarten programs there is evidence that behavior is purposely

ignored as a technique for student control. Another very popular

technique utilized for student control in the public school kinder-

garten is the mass use of signals such as raising a hand; the teacher's

use of "Shh," "Excuse me," and so forth. This was mited in eight of

tle kindergarten classrooms observed.
V.

The degree of teacher involvement is characteristically

described as moderate to high in both institutions. Teacher involve-

ment is seen as high in all five of the University Elementary School

classrooms. In only two kindergarten classrooms is teacher involve-

ment seen as being low. Moderate teacher involvement is observed in

eight of the kindergarten classrooms while in five others, teacher

involvement is rated as high.

Mannerisms of teachers toward children is an aspect in which

wide variation was seen. The dominant teacher mannerisms observed

throughout the University Elementary School program and in six of the

kindergarten classrooms are rated as positive. In four of the kinder-

garten classrooms observed, these mannerisms are seen as neutral and
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possessing little or no response to children while in five others

the mannerisms are rated as predominantly negative or punitive.

The degree of student involvement observed in the kinuer-

garten classrooms appears to be somewhat less than that in the pro-

gram at University Elementary School. In all five of the classrooms

at University Elementary School; end in two of the kindergarten

classrooms, student involvement is rated as high. In eight kinder-

garten classrooms student involvement is rated as moderate and in

five others rated as low.

The pacing of activities in the public school kindergarten

appears to be somewhat slower than in the program at Univertity

Elementary School. Throughout the University Elementary School pro-

gram, and in seven of the kindergarten classrooms, the pace is rated

as moderate. The pace is rated as slow in six kindergarten class-

rooms and as rapid in the other two classrooms.

The fourth major category to be reported involves the

physical environment. This category includes the aspects of class-

room facilities, standard classroom furniture and equipment, play-

ground facilities, and standard playground equipment. The observer

found little variation in the physical environment of the kinder-

garten classrooms included in this study. However, in the program at

University Elementary School more classroom and playground area, as

well as more furniure and equipment, are available for student 13se.

Classroom facilities (the amount of floor space, access to

other areas, and built-in equipment) in both institutions are similar.

The only difference is in floor space available to students. Thirteen
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of the kindergarten classrooms and one of the University Elementary

School units consist of one standard classroom of approximately one

thousand square feet. The other four classrooms in the University

Elementary School program are joined to form two large units, each

consisting of approximately two thousand square feet. The two other

kindergarten units consist of a suite of two or three small rooms.

Only at University Elementary School is there a covered patio area

which i^ contiguous to the classroom.

Common among all of the kindergarten classrooms visited is a

group area where students are to place their coats, lunches, and

other belongings. At University Elementary School, each student is

supplied with an individual locker in the classroom for keeping his

private belongings. Another characteristic which is common to the

public school kindergarten, but not to the University Elementary

School program, is the presence of drapes which are used to darken

the room for showing films, slides, filmstrips, and so forth.

All of the classrooms visited in both of the institutions

have restroom facilities with direct access to the classroom, sink

and drinking facilities in the classroom, asphalt tile floors, and

direct access to the play area.

Standard classroom furniture and equipment which can be found

in all classrooms of both institutions include a rug or mat area

sufficient for all students: a piano; cabinets for blocks, supplies,

and books; a record player; bulletin boards; an aquarium; and solid

floor blocks. Although the researcher noted much similarity in the

furniture and equipment found in the public school kindergartens
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visited, there are areas of wide variation between the kindergarten

program and that of the program at University Elementary School.

Throughout the University Elementary School program table work sta-

tions are available for all students while in only two kindergarten

classrooms are table work stations available for all students.

Although chalk boards are available for student use in all five of

the University Elementary Suaool classrooms, they are available for

student use in only four of the kindergarten classrooms. In fourteen

kindergarten classrooms) a chalk board is available for teacher use.

Projection screens are standard equipment in fourteen of the kinder-

garten classrooms but are not standard equipment in individual class-

rooms of the University Elementary School program. Listening centers,

which are used daily in each of the University Elementary School

classrooms, are also present throughout the kindergarten program)

however, the observer found those centers being used in only four of

the kindergarten classrooms. A primary typewriter a:Id hollow build-

ing blocks are standard classroom equipment throughout the University

Elementary School program but were not observed in the kindergarten

classrooms. In one kindergarten classroom and throughout the Univer-

sity Elementary School program,paint easels and clay carts are

standard equipment. Rest mats are standard equipment in nine of e

kindergarten classrooms.

The major difference in the playground facilities of the two

institutions is the grass play area at University Elementary School

which is not found in any of the kindergarten units observed. Common

elements in both institutions are the e:Astence of paved play areas



and the existence of a sand box area, which are found throughout both

programs.

The greatest differences in the physical environment of the

two institutions is the aspect of standard playground equipment and

materials. Here, the observer found much more equipment available to

students in the University Elementary School program. Items which

could be found in the University Elementary Scholl program but not in

the public school kindergarten include: trees and ropes for climb-

ing, large boxes and boards for building, large pipes for hiding and

climbing, bicycles and tricycles, animal cages and animals, work

benches and tools, swings, climbing towers, and dramatic play equip-

ment (boat, car, playhouse, and so forth). Horizontal bars, horizon-

tal ladder, jungle gym, hollow blocks; paint easels, and student work

tables are equipment which are siandard in the play areas of both

institutions. Sand play equipment is found throughout -,he University

Elementary School program and in nine of the kindergarten units

visited.

The fifth major category to be analyzed is student population.

In three aspects of this category -- class size, class grouping, and

age span of students -- the observer found gross differences between

the program of the public school kindergarten and that of University

Elementary School. Class size in fourteen of the kindergarten class-

rooms falls between twenty and twenty-five students per full time

teacher while in the other classroom the class size is between twenty-

five and thirty. Four classrooms in the University Elementary School

program are joined to form two large units, each of which is composed



of approximately forty students and at least two full time teachers.

The other classroom is composed of approximately twenty students and

one teacher. The number of students per runtime t,:acher in tie

University Elementary School program is approximately eighteen -- a

figure which is somewhat less than for the public school kindergarten.

Students in twelve of the kindergarten classrooms are homogeneously

placed in classes using age as the criteria for placement, the

youngest students attending the morning session and the older ones

attending the afternoon session. In the other three kindergarten

classrooms, assignment of students to classes is quite heterogeneous

or random. A student in the University Elementary School program is

assigned to classes on the basis of the peer group which seems to

best meet his needs (academic, social, physical, and so forth) and

on the basis of the teacher style which will best meet his needs

(demanding, highly structured, nurturing, loosely structured, and so

forth).

State law in California requires a student to be four years

and nine months old before entering kindergarten and five years and

nine months ole before entering first grade. Thus, the age range of

Children in a kindergarten class seldom exceeds one year. This

student age span is reduced to only six months in twelve of the

kindergarten classrooms in this study by having the "younger" students

attend the morning session and the "older" students attend the after-

noon session. University Elementary School students may be enrolled

in early childhood any time after the child reaches the age of three

years and nine months. The student commonly remains in early child-



hood for a period of two, sometimes three years -- a period of time

which is considerably longer than in the public school kindergarten.

Two aspects of this category in which the observer found

little difference between the two programs are total school enroll-

ment and the socio - economic status of the school population. Four

of the public schools studied exceed 750 students with all others

including University Elementary School containing between 450 and

750 students. In the program at University Elementary School and in

ten of the public schools included in the study, the researcher

described the socio-economic status of the students attending as

upper middle class while those in two other public schools were

described as middle class.

The last major category to be analyzed is staffing. This

category is composed of six aspects: the number of early childhood

or kindergarten teachers in the school, the teaching responsibilities,

evidence of cooperative or team teaching, years of teaching exper-

ience, the number of teacher helpers or aides, ano the number of

trainees. On only the aspects related to teaching responsibilities

and evidence of cooperative or team teaching is there a gross differ-

ence between the programs of the two institutions. The teaching

responsibilities of fourteen of the kindergarten teachers observed

amounts to two class sessions per day of 150 minutes each while in

one kindergarten and at University Elementary School the teacher is

responsible for only one class session of 180 minutes per day. All

teachers in the University Elementary School program are part of a

teaching team (two or more teachers who plan, teach, and evaluate
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together), while in only one kindergarten classroom was any evidence

of cooperative or team teaching observed. In three kindergarten

classrooms, the observer noted some evidence of cooperative planting

while in the other eleven classrooms there was no evidence of either

cooperative planning or cooperative teaching.

In two of the public schools visited there are tnree kinder-

garten teachers while in all the others there are only two. The

University Elementary School program is composed of seven teachers,

some of whom have less than full time teaching responsibility.

Thirteen of the kindergarten teachers and four of the

University Elementary School teachers involved in the study have had

more than seven years teaching experience. Two other kindergarten

teachers and one University Elementary School teacher have had

between three and seven years teaching experience while two University

Elementary School teachers, but none of the kindergarten teachers,

have had less than three years of experience.

The only para-professicnal staff found in the kindergarten

classrooms visited are volunteer parent aides which were found in

two classrooms. .t University Elementary School a small amount of

paid teacher aid time is available -- approximately two hours per

teacher per week.

Student teachers or intern teachers are found throughout the

University Elementary School program and in five of the kindergarten

classrooms. In two kindergarten classrooms, student participants are

also involved in classroom activities.



Summery

Many gross differences are now evident in comparing the early

childhood program at University Elementary School and the kinder-

garten program of the Los Angeles City School System. One of th e

first to be noted is the greater degree of specificity with which the

goals and objectives of the University Elementary School program are

defined. The goals and objectives of the University Elementary Sdloal

program are clearly and precisely stated in terms of how the student

is to behave whereas the goals and objectives found in the kinder-

garten program are of a very general or global nature°

A comparison of the emphasis g5ven to specified areas of the

curriculum reveals that a similar amount of time is spent on most

content areas by both programs. The only difference noted is that

slightly more time is devoted to oral language, arts and crafts, and

motor skills in the University Elementary School program. However,

throughout all of the curricular areas it is sign..ficant to note that

in the kindergarten program the heaviest emphasis, in t_:ms of time

spent on that area, is placed on whole class instruction whereas in

the University Elementary School program the heaviest emphasis is

placed on independent activities,

A /ook at the instructional process reveals that the major

characteristic of the public school kindergarten program is whole

class instruction where nearly two-thirds of the school time is

devoted as compared to the program at University Elementary School

where less than one-third of the time is used in this manner. Group

instruction at University Elementary School provides opportunities

el
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for more pupil-teacher interaction tian does the program in the

public school kindergarten. However, the major characteristic of

group instruction in both institutions is the teacher talking or

reading to the student.

An analysis of the independent activities encompassed by the

programs of each institution reveals that a wider range of materials

and equipment are made available to students in the University

Elementary School program than to those in the public school kinder-

garten. During ,Inese activities) in the public school kindergarten

program the role of the teacher is one of giving information or

directing and limiting,whereas at University Elementary School the

teacher is more of an observer or facilitator.

Significantly more time is devoted to transitions and routines

in the public school kiadergarten program than in the early childhood

program at University Elementary School. In the kindergarten program,

these periods of time are characterized by structure and formal

routine, whereas in the University Elementary Sdhool program there is

little structure.

An analysis of the category related to learning climate

reveals a daily schedule for the public school kindergarten which is

less flexible than for that of the program at University Elementary

Sch,,ol. The techniques vtilized for student control in the kinder-

garten program tend to be directed toward groups of students or the

whole class, whereas those used in the University Elementary School

program are directed toward individual students. The pacing of

classroom activities is slow and student involvement is less in the
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public school kindergarten than in the program at University Elemen-

tary School.

Gross differences were observed in the physical environment

of the two institutions especially as it relates to room size and

playground ecuipment. At University Elementary School, classroom

space is somewhat greater and the playground environment is notice-

ably richer.

In analyzing the student population, the observer found that

although class size is larger, the ratio of pupils to teachers in the

University Mementary School prcgram is less than that of the public

school kindergarten. It was also noted that the age span in the

public school kindergarten program encompasses only one year or less,

whereas the program at University Elementary School i.:.:olves a two

or three year span. Another significant difference between the pro-

grams is related to criteria for class grouping. University Elemen-

tary School students are placed according to their peer group needs,

their teacher needs, and their academic needs,while public school

kindergarten children are placed in accordance with their birth dates.

In the category related to staffing, the writer found that

the public school kindergarten teacher is faced with a greater number

of students each day and, by teaching two shortened class sessions,

he teaches a greater portion of the day than his counterpart in the

University Elementary School program. Whereas an analysis of the

University Ele.:_ntary School program gives evidence of cooperative

planning and teaching, very little of this is observed in the public

school kindergarten.
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Student Performance

In this portion of the chapter the writer compares the per-

formance of students in the program of the Early Childhood Unit at

University Elementary School with the performance of students in a

portion of the kindergarten program in the Los Angeles City School

System. This comparison is limited to the three curricular areas:

reading readiness skills, social skills, and self-related skills

which have been described in Chapter Two. The writer analyzes the

data pertaining to each curricular area as well as the sub-sections

and items included in each curricular area.

Trained observers conducted extensive observations and test-

ing on all students included in the study. Based on an analysis of

the data collected in each of the three curricular areas, the first

hyp7,,hesis is supported while the other two are rejected. There is

indeed a difference in the performance of students on all three cur-

ricular areas: reading readiness skills, social skills) and self-

related skills. For all three curricular areas the performance of

students in the University Elementary School sample is significantly

higher than the performance of students in the public school kinder-

garten sample. A comprehensive report of the data to support these

findings can be found in Appendix IV.

The first curricular area analyzed is reading readiness

skills, an area which is emphasized heavily in the publications of

the kindergarten program of the Los Angeles City Schools but is not

mentioned in the publications of the early childhood program at
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University Elementary School. For this total curricular area, the

findings indicate that the performance of students in the University

Elementary School program is significantly higher, slightly beyond

the .01 confidence level, than the performance of students in the

public school kindergarten. In three of the sub-sections: fine

motor skills, oral language skills, and mechanical skills, the

results favor the University Elementary School program beyond the .01

level of significance. The results for the sub-sections related to

auditory discrimination skills, visual discrimination skills, and

recall comprehension skills favor the University Elementary School

program beyond the .05 level of significance.

The second curricular area analyzed is social skills which is

described in terms of three sub-areas: works and plays on a coopera-

tive level with another child; utilizes adults as sources of informa-

tion, support, guidance, and control; and participates as a member of

the total group. This is an area Which is heavily emphasized in the

publications of both'the public school kindergarten program and the

early childhood program at University Elementary School. An analysis

of the data collected for this area reveals that the performance of

the students from the University Elementary School sample is signif-

icantly higher than for students in the public school kindergarten

sample. The findings for this total curricular area as well as for

each of the sub-sections favor the University Elementary School

sample beyond the .01 level of significance.

The third curricular area, self-related skills includes four

sub-areas: independence in caring for his cwn physical needs and
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responsibilities, independence in relating to other persons, an

awareness of his own body and its functions in the social and physical

world, and an awareness of his feelings. This area is emphaJized in

the publications of the Early Childhood Unit at University Elementary

School and receives no mention in the publications of the kinder-

garten program in the Los Angeles City Schools. As might be expected,

the results for this total area as well as those for each of the sub-

areas favor the students in the University Elementary School sample

over those in the kindergarten sample well beyond the .01 level of

significance.

An appraisal of the data collected in all three cur_icular

areas reveals some interesting observations and patterns. One such

pattern noted is the highly verbal nature of students in the Univer-

sity Elementary School program. On any item requiring a verbal

response, such as answering questions or expressing an opinion, the

performance of students in the University Elementary School program

is consistently much higher than the performance of students in the

public school kindergarten. Throughout the entire testing and

observing process, the observers recorded frequent comments about

this highly verbal nature of University Elementary School students.

Another very interesting pattern involves the high degree of

independence exhibited by students in the University Elementary

School program. On all observation and test items which are influ-

enced by the student's independence or aggressiveness, such as

demanding his share, expressing his desires, or getting his own

materials, the per:ormance of students in the University Elementary
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School prograim is significantly higher than the performancc of stu-

dents in the kindergarten program. In addition to the data collected

on the instruments, the observers recorded frequent comments and

notes about this independent or aggressive behavior of University

Elementary School students. Such notes often told of the reluctance

of some kindergarten students to accompany the observer to the test-

ing area or of the University Elementary School student who ques-

tioned the observer as to why these questions were being asked.
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Chapter II

INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

In this chapter, the wrier reviews the findings discussed in

Chapter Three, suggests relationships among these findings, and

attempts possible interpretations and explanations of the findings.

A major difference in the programs of the two institutions

involves specificity with which the goals and objectives of the

University Elementary School program are stated contrasted with the

very general, and often only implied, goals of the public school

kindergarten. Interviews with the teachers in both programs seem to

indicate that teachers in the kindergarten program do not see objec-

tives as :reing as important as do teachers in the University Elemen-

tary School program. Teachers in the University Elementary School

program can readily state the objectives of their proram and class

room activities are planned around these objectives. Most teachers

in the kindergarten program cannot state the objectives of their pro-

gram and often express the opinion that objectives are not necessary

for kindergarten children or that objectives already exist in the

mind of the "good" teacher. This expressed lack of interest in

objectives by the kindergarten teacher seems to be somewhat contra-

dictory to findings in this study which indicate that in making

decisions on what to teach or what activities to use the class-

room the teachers are heavily dependent on the general goals as

stated in the course of study or other publications which are pre-
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pared by the school district. Another finding of soee interest

indicates that when presented with precise objectives 1,:hich are form-

ulated to describe their broad goals, kindergarten teachers tend to

agree that those objectives are "just what they are teaching." Hcw-

ever, this is also contradicted by evidence which indicates that

-there is little correlation between these specific objectives and the

activities which are provided in the classroom. Thus, the writer

concludes that the apparent differences between teachers in the two

programs as to their interest) skills, and experience in the use of

precise objectives are factors which may have affected the perform-

ance of students on the items included in this study -- items which

are based on precise objectives.

It .eould seem to the writer that one explanation for the

significant differences in the performance of students representing

both institutions may be directly related to this lack of precise

objectives. It is reasonable to consider that when a program is

geared to achieving specific objectives, it is much more likely to

reach those objectives than one which is not so designed. This

hypothesis seems to be supported by the findings in this study which

show that for self-related skills, a curricular area which is well

defined in the University Elementary School program but lacks any

definition in the public school kindergarten program, a highly sig-

nificant difference in student performance is found in .favor of the

University Elementary School program. A look at the other two curric-

ular areas seems to sho that as the curricular area is defined with

more precision in the kindergarten program, there is less difference
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in the performence of etudento in the two progrems. In the curric-

ulum area related to social skills which is defined in broad general

objectives in the public school kindergarten and more specifically in

the University Elementary School program, student performance favors

the University Elementary School program but the differences are not

as significant as for the area of self-related skills. This same

pattern can be seen when looking at the area of reading readiness

skills. In the kindergarten program, the skills in this area are

defined with more specificity than for either social skills or self-

related skills. Objectives related to reading readiness skills do

not appear in the publications of the University Elementary School

program, but the findings of this study indicate that a significant

amount of time in the University Elementary School program is devoted

to this curricular area. Although student performance in this area

alsr favors the University Elementary School program, the differences

are less significant than for either of the other curricular areas.

Another factor to be considered in explaining the gross

differences in student performance is the lack of correlation between

the stated objectives of the program and the activities provided for

reaching those objectives. It is interesting to note that although

oral language skills and motor skills are said to be an important

part of reading readiness in the kindergarten program (as evidenced

by the validation of these items by the judges), there is little or

no evidence of daily activities which are designed to reach these

goals (e.g., Children were given little opportunity to move and almost

no opportunity to talk.). Whereas social skills end independence
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skills arc said to be highly important carts of the kindergarten pro-

gram, a look at the data reveals that more than scventy-five percent

of the day is devoted to whole class activity or moving from one area

to another. These activities are totally teacher directed and do not

provide an opportunity for practicing oral language skills, for

practicing the skills involved in social interaction, or for the

student to make decisions or to confront his environment -, opportun-

ities which are important to learning the desired skills (Hunter,

1969; Popham, 1965). Independent activities, which account for the

other twenty-five percent of the kindergarten day, are largely char-

acterized by the teacher's giving information or directing and

limiting activities. This teacher behavior again does not provide

an opportunity for the student to practice making decisions, a skill

which is necessary in becoming an independent learner.

In reviewing the data, one is impressed by the evidence of

more structure and less flexibility in the kindergarten program as

compared to the University Elementary School program. In the kinder-

garten program, instruction is directed to the whole class as opposed

to small groups or independent students. This is an instructional

pattern which again does not allow the student an opportunity to

participate and practice the desired behaviors. These teacher

dominated characteristics, by nature, limit the child's opportunities

to confront his environment and to make choices or to work with skills

and materials which are interesting to him or fulfill his needs. It

would seem that the differences between the student samples as to the

degree of student involvement or student interest could be at least



partially related to thee differencee in the amount of structure

and flexibility in the two progr.=s.

It would appear to the writer that the dichotomy between the

"desired goals" and the activities provided ma: be related to the

lack of specific objectives -- not knowing where he is going, the

teacher is unable to decide how to get there. Another possible cause

for this dichotomy is the apparent lack of knowledge on the part of

the teachers as to the characteristics of learning theory (appropri-

ate praet-lee, interest, reinforcement, etc.) which are important in

the teaching-learning act (Hunter, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c, 1969d).

Other factors to be considered as possible explanations for

the differences in student performance between the two programs

include the differences in the physical environent, t:-.e differences

in the student population, and the differences in staffing. The

roomier and richer environment of the University Elementary Sdhool

program may affect student performance and student partieipation by

providing an opportunity for a wider range of learning activities.

However, it is the opinion of the writer that a roomier and richer

environment in the kindergarten program with its large group, teacher

dominated instruction, would not affect student performance in that

institution. This opinion is supported by observations in the public

school kindergarten program which indicate that the activities now

provided make only limited use of the present environment. Large

group instruction and transition routines, which comprise over

seventy-five percent of the class time in the kindergarten program,

make use of only very limited classroom or playground space and allow
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little tim for students to use laterials and cquip;4nt The obsc:r-

ver noted that such thinc.s cs tnpc recorders, record players) and

listening; centers, which a:e present in the envIron.xmt, are seldom

or never used in many of the hindargarten classrooms.

Serious consideration must be given to the possible influence

of the somewhat lower pupil-teacher ratio Which is found in the

University Elementary Schcol program. Altheugh it is not possible

for the writer to thoroughly support the hypothesis, it is his

opinion that Ulis factor may have a great influence on the difference

in student performance. This hypothesis is based on the data which

show that students in the University Elementary School program

receive a much greater amount of individual and small group attention

from the teacher than do those in the kindergarten program. The

response to this attention seems to be very positive and student par-

ticipation seems to be at a much higher level. Although this one

factor might be seen as a great influence on student performance at

University Elementary School, the writer contends that given the

whole group, lecture type, teacher dominated patterns of instruction

as seen in the kindergarten program, a lower pupil-teacher ratio

would have little effect on the level of student performance.

Differences in the student grouping within the programs of

each institution may also be a factor which has contributed to the

wide variation in student performance. The much wider age span

within each class at University Elementary School provides an environ-

ment in which students learn from each other. This phenomenon is

easily observed during the school day and certainly contributes to
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the s'udent's doz,roo of indepene,nce, a factor which was evident

throughout the findings.

In the University Elementary School program, a student is

placed in a class which has a peer group and a teaching style in

which he is most likely to learn. In the kindergarten program, class

assignments do not consider a student's needs, but are based solely on

his chronological age. By considering the child's individual learn-

ing needs (emotional, social, physical, and academic), children in

tta University Elementary School program may have become more involved

in learning, thus raising their level of performance. However, with

the instructional patterns observed in the kindergarten program,

which emphasize whole group, teacher directed activities with a mini-

mum of peer interaction, it would seem that the criteria used for

placing students into classes could have little effect on student

performance.

Performance of students in the University Elementary School

program may be influenced by the team teaching structure of that pro-

gram. In this structure two or more teachers plan for, teach, and

evaluate a single group of students. It would seem possible that the

effect of one teacher on another would raise the level of teaching

competency, thus affecting student performance. This is also a

structure which allows more alternatives for both the student and the

teacher, a factor which may increase both teacher and student involve-

ment.and, indirectly, the student's performance.

Finally, the emphasis on independent activities and student

decision making in the University Elementary School program, as
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opposed to the emphnJis c.1 in:.uct:; t::acher direc-

tion in the kinderc,31q,cn pro. . 'oe directly related to the

highly verll, hAJ:hly 1)v.ior observed in sta3ents from

the University Fleme:Itary Sc....col sample. Concomitntly, a child who

feels comfortable in asking questions :11-.J v110 is autonomous in making

discoveries within the school environment is more likely to have a

broader base for building concepts and to communicate his thoughts

with greater clarity in a testing situation. Thus, the University

Elementary School program which places a value on inquiry and inde-

pendence will probably produce a child whose performance is signif-

icantly higher.
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Chapter V

SIGNIFICCE OF T:1" FIIDINGS

This study provides some very interesting cnd important find-

ings, it also leaves many questions unanswered. In fact, it probably

produces more questions than answers. However, the questions as well

as the answers can have far reaching it for the University

Elementary School program as well as for early childhood education in

general. In this chapter the writer points out some of these implica-

tions and some conditions which limit the extent to which the find-

ings can be legitimately generalized. The chapter concludes with a

presentation of some of the relevant questions which have been left

unanswered by this study.

Implications for University Elementary School

The findings of this study strongly suggest that the

University Elementary School program is more likely to produce a

higher level of student performance than is the program of the public

school kindergarten. However, the scope of the study is large and

contains many variables. It is not possible to isolate any specific

factor in either program as having a direct effect on the level of

student performance. From the findings of this studys.one can only

speculate as to what part of tho program should be expanded, reduced,

or deleted to maintain or to improve the program. This study pro-

vides only a first glimpse of something which may exist. If it is to
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be used to evaluate the present progrL.1 or es a diagnostic tool for

nrescribing changes in the program, it must be followed by extensive

research in which variables pointed out by this study are isolated

and their affect determined.

The need for more exhaustive research into the University

Elementary School program will necessitate compiling a complete

description and rationale of the program, including its goals and

objectives and the instructional patterns utilized in reaching them.

Although there is evidence that the goals and objectives of the

University Elementary School program are more clearly defined than

those of the public school kindergarten, the investigator found that

these objectives often lac: the specificity necessary for evaluation

or consistent replication. Instructional patterns in the University

Elementary School program are reasonably consistent and differ

markedly from those of the public school kindergarten. However,

these patterns are not described in print, this lack the specificity

necessary for research and reliable program evaluation.

University Elementary School is a laboratory school which

has among its main purposes the development and testing of innova-

tive educational ideas and programs. It would seem to the writer

that maximum realization of this purpose is contingent on the degree

of specificity with which the program is defined and described.

Without this, evaluation of the program is difficult and meaningf0

innovation is impossible. Another purpose of University Elementary

School is the dissemination of new educational ideas, a purpose which

also necessitates explicit definition of both the curriculum content
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and the instructional patterns of the program.

Implications for Early Childhood Education.

Throughout the study there is strong evidence of the need for

specified goals and objectives in the public school kindergarten.

Without them, appropriate instructional activities cannot be selected,

effective instructional patterns cannot be determined, and the pro-

gramrs effectiveness cannot be evaluated. The investigator found a

variety of activities and materials being utilized in the public

school kindergarten, but due to the lack of stated objectives the

activities and materials chosen were often inappr,priate for the

learners: implemented improperly, and lacking any form of evaluation

as to their effectiveness. Thus, what might have been a good idea

did not seem to improve student performance.

On.:e the goals and objectives have been specified, the teacher

must be able to teach -- to change student behavior in a desired

direction. This necessitates an understanding of sound learning

theory and the posession of skills to implement that theory (Hunter,

1969as 1969b, 1969c, 1969d). As seen in this study, the types of

learning activities chosen and the instructional patterns utilized

seem to indicate that kindergarten teachers are either unaware of

tne elements of sound learning theory or are unable to implement

these elements. Discussion with the teachers seems to indicate the

first. From this evidence, it would seem to the writer that a key

to upgrading the performance of students in the public school kinder-
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garten must involve the raising of the teachers' understanding of

sound learning theory and an ability to translate this theory into

effective teaching.

In recant years, there has been increased emphasis placed on

early childhood education. This emphasis has motivated the federal

government, state government, local school districts, and philan-

thropic foundations to increase the expenditures for education. As

a result of this increased emphasis, class sizes have been reduced,

teacher aides hired, large quantities of equipment and material

purchased, courses of study written, and new organizational patterns

and new programs adopted. Yet, the findings of this stud:i show that

in spite of these added expenditures and changes in school programs;

there is little evidence to indicate that student performance has

been affected. It is the opinion of the writer that continued

support for early childhood education is contingent on the rigor

built into the program. The teacher must be able to identify his

specif5c objectives and to be held responsible for reaching those

objectives.

Conditions Limiting the Extent of Legitimate Generalization

Although the findings of this study contain evidence of

significant differences in student performance between the two

samples, the reader is cautioned that there are conditions which

limit the extentto which these results can be legitimately general-

ized to another population. The student population included in this
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study is composed largely of children from upper middle class homes.

More than eighty percent of the children come from homes where at

least one parent is a professional person. .Roth samples of children

are chosen from a list of children whose parents had applied for

their admission to University Elementary School. The study was con-

ducted during a summer session at which attendance was voluntary.

These characteristics reveal a student population which comes from

affluent homes where children have had material thingss with which to

play; the attention of adults, parent or servants, to care for his

needs; and the opportunity to travel and have a wide array of exper-

iences. The degree of educational aspiration in the homes of the

children involved in this study is obviously very high, another

characteristic which seems to have an affect on student performance.

It must also be noted that the control group was selected

entirely from children who attended kindergarten in the Los Angeles

City School System. Other districts or programs may differ markedly

in philosophy and practices. The evaluation of student performance

is limited to three curricular areas and to very specific objectives

within each of these areas. Results may not be relevant to other

curricular areas or to other objectives in the same area.

Even though a study cf this type is fraught with problems,

the kinds of information yielded far outweigh the difficulties

encountered. Examples of these difficulties include the fear of

school systems to be exposed, the excessive amount of time required

for conducting this type of study, and the complexity of the prob-

lem due to the number of variables. One value of information
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yielded by this type of study is that it provides guidelines for

the planning of educational progra:%1. Anotdher value is the extent

to which it suggests related questions for further study.

Three important questions revealed by this study are:

1. Would these same findings hold true for students of other

socio-economic bacgrouLds?

2. Would these same findings emerge in a stuuy which treats

other curricular areas?

3. Would the findings be changed by altering the richness

of the school environment?
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APPENDIX I

CURRICULUM CONTENT AREA DEFINED
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Objectives and Criterion Items

PRE-.n FADII:G RE.ADITG READINESS READING

A. Auditory discrimination

1. To perform the actions called for by three simple directions

given by the teacher.

* Follo'.ring a single oral presentation of the following sei,
of directions the student trill perform, in prcper sequence
the actions called for by the entire set. (Max. time:
2 min.)

(a) Raise both hands above your head.
(b) Turn around once.
(c) Sit down on the floor.

2. From a series of 10 paired words Liven orally, to indicate

verbally the five pairs which rhyme.

* After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the
student will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether
or not the pair of words rhylne. (errors allowed: 1)

e.g., cat - hat

(a) way - day cake - make
dog - log girl - on
cat - mouse boy - toy
top - stop lock - see
run - fast doll-- baby

3. F;om a series of ten paired words given orally, to indicate

verbally the five pairs which possess the same beginning

sound.

* After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the
student,will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether
the given pair of words begin With the same beginning;
sound. (errors allowed: 1)

e.g., - bat



(a) rat - ran
dog.- top
for - farm
sat -
not - pen

Bob - baby
see -Sam
party - birthday
table - chair
look - lake

4. From a series of ten paired words given orally, to indicate

(verbally or non-verbally) the five pairs which possess the

same ending sound.

* After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the
student will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether
the given pair of words have the same ending sound.
(errors allowed: 1)

e.g., top - hip

(a) fast - first
call - hat
table - apple
walked - played
chair - table

then - where
oranges - garages
fat - not
mother - woman
coat - sweater

5. From a story he has just heard, to tell verbally the events

of the story in proper sequence.

* After hearing the following short story, the student will
verbally recall the events (3 of the 4) from the story in
proper sequence.

The Beach Trip

Bill and his mother were planning for a trip to the
beach. Before/leaving for the beach Bill (1)fed his dog
Bozo, then he ( /helped his mother carry 1,bq picnic basket
to the car. When he got to the beach he u/played with
his friend am until it was time to go home. Ho was vary
tired and %4/fell asleep as soon as he got home.

1. fcd the dog Bozo
2. helped his mother carry the picnic basket
3. played with his friend Sam
I. fell asleep

6. Given five sentences with missing noun or verb to orally give

an appropriate word to complete the sentence.
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* Aftcr hear inn the following incoplete sentences, the
studmt will coplete the sent,;:nce by verbally adding an
appropriate noun or verb. (errors allowed: 1)

e.g., A kitten likes to drink

1. My puppy likes to play with a
2. The astronauts went to the
3. Tommy the bike fast.
L. I can on the telephone.
S. I saw at the zoo.

B. Visual discrimination

1. From a series of ten shapes, to pick out the five which

possess a particular characteristic.

* From a series of 10 shapes (shown to him) to pick out five
Which possess a particular characteristic. (errors
z.11owed: 1)

I

0 CO
2. From a series of ten words, to point out the five which

begin with the same letter.

* After seeing the following ten words, the student will
point out the five which begin with the same letter.
(errors allowed: 0)

bird swing picture
cat wagon button
boy begin
baby table

3. Given a series of drawings of basic shapes, to verbally name
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a shape which is pointed to (circle, square, rectangle,

triangle).

* After seeing drcwings of each of the following shapes, the
student will verbally name the shape which is indicated
(circle, square, rectangle, triangle). (errors allowed: 0)

O
1. When presented with each of the eight basic colors, to verb-

ally name the color.

* When presented with each of the 8 basic colors to verbally
name the color indicated. (errors allowed: 0)

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple,
Black, Brown

5. When presented with three sticks of varying lengths, to verb-

ally tell which is longest and which is shortest.

* When presented with 3 sticks of varying lengthsl, to verb-
ally tell which is longest and which is shortest. (errors
allowed:0)

6. When presented with three blocks of the same shape but vary-

ing sizes, to verbally tell which is smallest and which is

largest.

* When presented with 3 blocks of the same shape, but vary-
ing in size, to verbally tell which is smallest and which
is largest. (errors allowed: 0)

7. When presented with the capital letters of the alphabet in

any order, to verbally call the names of letters as they are

pointed out.

* When presented with the capital letters of the alphabet in
any orders to verbally call the name of letters as they
are pointed out. (errors allowed: 1)



8. When presented with the lower case letters cf the alphabet in

any order, to verbally call the names of the letters as they

are pointed. out.

* When presented with the small letters of the alphabet in
any order, to verbally call the names of the letters as
they are given.(errors allowed: 1)

9. Given five words on a chart and a set of flash cards contain-

ing matching words, to match the flashcard words to the words

on the chart.

* Given the following five words on a chart and a set of
flash cards containing matching words, the student will
match the flashcard words to the words on the chart.
(errors allowed: 0)

baby
cake
dog
jump
make

10. Given a list containing the given names of the children in

his class, to point out his own name.

* Given a list containing the given names of the children
in the study, the student will point out his own name.

C. Fine motor skills

1. To toss three beanbags into a three-foot circle from a dis-

tance of five feet.

* Can toss 3 of 5 beanbags into a three-foot circle from a
distance of 5 feet.

2. To walk a 32 inch balance beam for a distance of six feet.

* Can walk a :1 inch balance beam for a distance of six feet.

3. To write his given name using manuscript letters -- both

Al
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capital and small letters.

* The student will write his given na,.:e using manuscript
letters -- both capital and small letters (e.g., Thcmas).

4. When a ball is :olled or bounced to him, to follcw it with

his eyes and to move his body in front of it in preparation

to catch it.

* Can move to the right or left a distance of at least 2 feet
and stop a ball which is rolled to him from a distance of
20 feet. (3 of 4 times)

* Can move in front of, and stop a ball which is bounced
within 2 feet of him from a distance of 20 feet. (3 of 4
tiros)

D. Oral vocalniary skills

1. To dictate sentences or a story to the teacher.

* To dictate 2 complete sentences or a story containing at
least 2 complete sentences -- to be written by the teacher
or observers. (5 min.)

2. When presented with a series of simple shapes (triangle,

square, rectangle, circle) to verbally name the shapes as

they are pointed out.

* After seeing drawings of each of the following shapes, the
student will verbally name the shape which is indicated
(circle, square, rectangle, triangle) (errors allowed: 0)

3. When presented with a series containing the eight basic

colors, to verbally name each of the colors.

* When presented with each of the eight basic colors, to
verbally name the color indicated. (errors allowed: 0)
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Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple,
Black, Brown

1. When presented with a series of sticks of varying len;ths and

objects of varying sizes, he will verbally indicate which are

longest, shortest, shorter, longer, largest, smallest, larger,

and smaller when they are pointed out.

* When presented with three sticks of varying lengths, to
verbally tell which is longest and which is shortest.
(errors allowed: 0)

* When presented with 3 blocks of the same shape, but vary-
ing in size, to verbally tell which is smallest and which
is largest. (errors allowed: 0)

5. As he explores various textures, to describe verbally how

each feels.

* When presented with the following items, the learner will
use at least two words to describe how the item feels (not

including nice, good, O.K., bad)

sandpaper (e.g., rough, scratchy)
(dry) rubber sponge (e.g., soft, squishy, bumpy)

fur (e.g., soft, fuzzy)

6. Can describe verbally how something looks.

* When presented with the following items, to use at least
two words to describe how the item looks (not including
nice, good, O.K., bad, etc.)

blue rubber sponge
red drinking straw
hollow ball (practice ball)

7. Can ask a question of the teacher or another child.

* Asks a question of another child. (frequency)

* Requests help or information from the teacher. (frequency)

8. Can participate in group discussion.

* Participates (vol.) in group discussion. (frequency)
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9. Can verbally ey.press his thoughts to another person.

* Engages in conversation with teacher (not question and
answer). (frequency)

E. Mechanical Skills

1. Can point out the beginning and ending of words and the

beginning and ending of lines of print (left to right pro-

gression)

* Given the following individual word and a sentence, the
learner will point out the beginning and ending of each.

STOP

The boy plays ball '..rith his dog.

2. Can point out the fro.: of a book, the back of a book, the

top of a book, the bottom of a book.

* Given a book, the learner will point put the front, back,
top, and bottom. (errors allowed: 0)

3. When presented with a book, to indicate by physically finding

the "next" page, the "first" page, turn "back" one page, the

"last" page.

* Given a book, the learner will physically perform the
following as the directions are given. (errors allowed: 0)

(a) Find the "first" page.
(b) Turn to the "next" page.
(c) Turn to the "last" page.
(d) Turn "back" one page.

F. Recall and Comprehension

1. From a story just read to him, can verbally recall the events

of the story in proper sequence.
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* After hearing the following short story, the student will
verbally recall the events (at least three) from the story
in proper sequence.

"The Beach Trip"

Bill and his mother were planning for a trip to the
beach. Before leaving for the beach, Bill fed his dog
Bozo, then he helped his mother carry the picnic basket to
the car. When he got to the beach he played with his
friend Sam until it was time to go hone. He was very
tired and fell asleep as soon as he got home.

2. Given five sentences with missing noun or verb, can verbally

give an appropriate noun or verb to complete the sentence.

* After hearing the following incomplete sentences, the
student will complete the sentence by verbally adding an
appropriate noun or verb. (errors allowed: 1)

e.g., A kitten likes to drink

1.

2.

My puppy likes
The astronauts

to play with a
went to the

3. Tommy the EaTT-fast..
L. I can on the telephone.
5. I saw a at the zoo.

G. Attitude toward language related activities.

1. To choose a language related activity when other activities

are available to him.

* Selects (vol.) a language or math activity (writing,
alphabet games, dictation, listening center, etc.
(frequency)

SOCIAL SKILLS

A. Works and plays on a cooperative level with another child.

1. Can voluntarily join another child or other children in a
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play or work activity.

* Joins another child or other children in play or work
activity. (frequency)

2. Can initiate a play or work activity with another child or

with other children.

* Initiates a play or work activity with another child or
other children. (frequency)

3. Can incorporate .the ideas and suggestions of another child or

other children in a play or work activity.

* Incorporates an idea or suggestion of another child or
other children into a play or work situation. (frequency)

I. Can contribute ideas and suggestions to the work or play

situation in which he is involved with other children.

* Contributes an idea or suggestion to a play or work situa-
tion in which he is involved with another child or other
children. (frequency)

5. Can settle differences with other children by talking rather

than hitting, grabbing, tattling.

* Talks to another child to resolve a conflict (as opposed
to hitting, pushing, tattling) (frequency)

6. Can verbalize his wishes to another child or children.

e.g., "Can I have a turn?", "Don't do that."

* Verbalizes his wishes to another child. ("Don't do that.",
"Can I have a turn?" (frequency)

7. Can defend himself physically or seek help from the teacher

when attacked by another dhild.

* Defends self physically when attacked by another child.
(frequency)

* Seeks help from teacher when attacked by another child.
(frequency)
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8. Can persist at a task or persue his own interests regardless

of the pressures from another child or other children.

* Persists at a task of his choosing while being pressured
by another child to choose another activity. (frequency)

9. Can share the materials and equipment which belongs to the

group.

* Procures the material which he needs for a project.
(frequency)

* Asks for a group material when he needs it. (frequency)

* Takes a group material when he needs it. (frequency)

* Shares (vol.) a group material with another child or other
children. (frequency)

10. To physically evidence care in using materials and equipment

which belongs to the group. (Not included in this study.)

* Destroys or wastes group material or equipment. (frequency)

11. To return group materias end equipment to the designated

areas when he is finished with them.

* Returns a group material or piece of equipment to the
designated area when he is finished with it (vol.).
(frequency)

* Returns materials and equipment to proper storage area
and disposes of scraps when finished with an activity.
-- 2 of 3 times

12. Can verbally express agreement or disagreement with the ideas

of another child or other children.

* Verbally expresses an agreement or disagreement with
another child or with other children. (frequency)

B. Utilizes adults as sources of information) support, guidance, and

control.
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1. Can defend himself physically or seek help frem the teacher

when attacked by another child.

* Defends self physically when attacked by another child.
(frequency)

* Seeks help from teacher when attacked by another child.
(frequency)

2. Can verbally ask a teacher the reasons for a rule, procedure,

or answer.

* Questions the reason for a group rule, procedure or
answer.. (frequency)

3. To verbally express to the teacher, dislike for a role, pro-

cedure or answer.

* Expresses dislike for a group rule, procedure, or answer
verbally or non-verbally (frequency)

1. Can verbally request help or information from a teacher.

* Requests help or information from the teacher. (frequency)

5. Can wait for the help he has requested.

* Waits for help he has requested. (frequency)

6. Can engage in conversation with a teacher.

* Engages in conversation with teacher (not question and
answer) (Frequency)

7. Can physically respond to the help, information, or support

offered by a teacher.

* Responds with the appropriate physical activity to the
help, information, or support offered by an adult.
(frequency)

C. Participates 83 a member of the total group.

1. Can voluntarily join other children in a play or work activity.
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Joins another child or other children in play or work
activity. (frequency)

2. Can incorporate the ideas and suggestions of other children

in a play or wor: activity.

* Incorporates an idea or suggestion of another child or
other children into a play or work situation. (frequency)

3. Can contribute ideas and suggestions to a work or play

situation in which he is involved with other children.

* Contributes an idea or suggestion to a play or work situa-
tion in which he is involved with another child or other
children. (frequency)

14. Can settle differences with other children by talking rather

than hitting, grabbing, or tattling.

* Talks to another child to resolve a conflict (as opposed
to hitting, pushing, tattling). (frequency)

5. Can verbalize his wishes to other children -- e.g., "Can I

have a turn?", "Don't do that."

* Verbalizes his wishes to another child ("Don't do that.",
"Can I have a turn?") (frequency)

6. Can persist at a task or persue his on interests regardless

of the pressures of other children.

* Persists at task of his choosing while being pressured by
another child to choose another activity. (frequency)

7. To abide by the rules of the classroom or playground.

* Breaks a school rule: in gully without teacher, in creek
without teacher, bikes on patio, throwing anything, etc.

(frequency) (Not included in this study.)

8. Can share the materials and equipment which belongs to the

group.

* Shares (vol.) a group material with another child or other

children. (frequency)
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* Takes a croup material not needed for his project.
(frequency) (Not included in this study.)

9. To physically evidence care in using materials and equiptent

which belongs to the grou?.

* Destroys or wastes group material or equipment. (frequency)

10. Returns group materials and equipment to the designated areas

when he is finished with them.

* Returns a group material or piece of equipment to the
designated area when he is finished with it (vol.).
(frequency)

11. Can share the time or space allotted to the group.

* Raises hand and waits fv,. recognition before speaking out
in group discussion. (frequency)

* Interrups another child during group discussion.
(frequency) (Not included in this study.)

12. Can demand his share of the time or space allotted to the

group.

* Asks another child to move out of his way. (frequency)

13. Can verbally contribute to a group discussion.

* Participates (vol.) in group discussion. (frequency)

14. Can physically procure or ask for the materials, equipment,

required for his participation in a group activity.

* Procures the material which he needs for a project.
(frequency)

* Asks for a group uatorial when he needs it.
(frequency)

* Takes a group material when he needs it. (frequency)

15. Can verbally express agreement or disagreement with the ideas

of another child or other children.



* Verbally c::presses an agreement or disagreement with
another child or with other children. (frequency)

SELF-RE,NTED SKILLS

A. Evidences independence in ccrinv for his own physical needs and

responsibilities.

1. Can dress himself,

* Can put on and take off jacket or sweater - 3 min.

* Can put on sox and shoes (except tying) - 5 min.

* Can button three one-inch buttons - 2 min.

2. Cares for his own clothing.

* Removes belongings from locker before going home.
- 2 of 3 times

3. Writes his name on materials he wishes to keep.

* Writes his name on materials he wishes to keep.
- 2 of 3 times.

4. Returns to the classroom and begins a proper activity when a

signal is given.

* Returns to the classroom (2 min.) at the sound of an
audible signal. - 2 times

* Upon returning to the classroom he chooses an activity
area which is provided in the classroom. - 2 min.

5. Procures the materials needed to carry out an activity or

idea he has chosen.

* Moves to the area and procures the materials or equipment
necessary to begin work. - 2 of 3 times.

6. Remains with an activity until it is complete or for a
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reasonable length of time.

* Remains with the chosen activity for a reasonable length
of time (10 min.). - 2 of 3 times

* Leaves project incomplete. (frequency)

7. Cleans up his materials when finished with an activity.

* Returns materials and equipment to proper storage area and
disposes of scraps when finished with an activity. - 2 times

8. Demands his share of group materials or space.

* Asks for a group material when he needs it. (frequency)

* Takes a group material when he needs it. (frequency)

* Asks another child to move out of his way. (frequency)

9. Makes use of group materials

* Utilizes group materials. (frequency)

B. Evidences independence in relating to other persons.

1. Can initiate a play or work activity with another child or

other children.

* Initiates a play or work activity with another child or
other children. (frequency)

2. Can contribute ideas and suggestions to a work or play

activity in which he is involved with other children.

* Contributes an idea or suggestion to a play or work situa-
tion in which he is involved with another child or other
children. (frequency)

3. Can verbally express agreement or disagreement with the ideas

of another child or other children.

* Verbally expresses an
another child or with

Can verbalize his wishes

agreement or disagreement with
other dnildren. (frequency)

to another child or other children.



e.g., "Can I have a turn?", "Don't do that."

* Verbalizes his wishe's to another child ("Don't do that.",
"Can I have a turn?" (frequency)

5. Can defend himself physically or seek help from the teacher

when attacked by another child.

* Defends self physically when attacked by another child.
(frequency)

* Seeks help from teacher when attacked by another child.

(frequency)

6. Can persist at a task or persue his own interests regardless

of the pressures of another dhild or other children.

* Persists at a task of his choosing while being pressured
by another child to choose another activity. (frequency)

7. Can ask a teacher the reasons for a rule, procedure, or

answer.

* Cuestions the reason for a group rule, procedure, or

answer. (frequency)

8. To express dislike for a rule, procedure, or answer.

* Expresses dislike for a group rule, procedure, or answer
verbally or non-verbally. (frequency)

9. Can request help or information from a teacher.

* Requests help or information from the teacher. (frequency)

C. Evidences an awareness of his own body- and its functions in the

social and physical world.

1. To jump from a height of three feet.

* Can jump from a height of 3 feet landing on both feet and
using knees to absorb the shock.

2. To climb to a height of at least six feet.

.
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Can climb a ladder to a height of six feet. - 2 min.

3. To touch his body parts as the name of that part is given.

* Can point to 9 of the following body parts as that part
is named.

ankle elbow knee chest

hip neck chin
shoulder wrist heel

4. To push a weight of at least 20 pounds along a level floor.

* Can push a 20 lb. weight across a level floor for a
distance of 10 feet.

5. To lift a weight of at least 15 pounds and carry it.

* Can lifc a weight of 15 lbs. to waist height and carry it
a distance of 10 feet.

6. To run with free and coordinated body movements.

* Can run free for a distance of 50 feet using opposing arm
and leg movements.

7. Can throw an object and hit a target.

* Can toss 3 of 5 beanbags into a three-foot circle from a
distance of 5 feet.

8. Can walk on a 3i inch balance beam.

* Can walk a 31 inch balance beam fsl' a distance of 6 feet.

9. Can track a ball which is rolled to or near him.

* Can move to the right or left of a distance of at least
2 feet in preparation to stop a ball which is rolled to
him from a distance of 20 feet. - 3 of 4 times.

10. Can track a ball which is bounced tc, or near him.

* Can move in front of, and prepare to catch, a ball which
is bounced within 2 feet of him.

D. Evidences an awareness of his feeiines. Can accept them, control

them, and exnress them in appropriate ways.
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1. Can verbally or physically express his feelings in the

appropriate context -- cry, frown, grimace when hurt; laugh,

smile, etc. when pleased.

* Expresses affect appropriate to the context by non-verbal
means -- e.g., facial expression, posture, vocal inflec-
tion. (frequency)

2. To verbally and physically express his feelings in ways which

are not destructive to himself.

* Unable to ccntrol affect -- e.g., temper tantrum, hysteria,
hitting. (frequency)
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OBSERVATION SDIEDULE KEx

1. Joins another child or other children in a play or work a:tivity.

2. Initiates a play or work activity with another child or other
children.

3. Incorporates an idea or suggestion of another child or other
children into a play or work situation.

1. Contributes an idea or suggestion to a play or work situation in
which he is involved with another child or other children.

5. Verbally expresses an agreement or disagreement with mother
child or with other children.

6. Talks to another child to resolve a conflict (as opposed to
hitting, pushing, tattling).

7. Verbalizes his wishes to another child ("Don't do.that.", Can
I have a turn?").

8. Defends self physically when attacked by another child.

9. Seeks help from the teacher when attacked by another child.

10. Procures the materials which he needs for a project.

11. Persists at a task of his choosing while being pressured by
another child to choose another activity.

12. Asks for a group material when he needs it.

13. Takes a group material when he needs it.

11. Shares (voluntarily) a group material with another child or
other children.

15. Destroys or wastes group material or equipment.

16. Utilizes group material.

17. Takes group material not needed for his project.

18. Leaves project incomplete.

19. Asks another child to move out of his way.

20. Returns a group material or piece of equipment to the designated
area when he is finished with it (voluntarily).
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21. Questions the reasoning for a group rule, procedure, or answer.

22. Expresses dislike for a group rule, procedure, or answer verb-
ally or non-verbally.

23. Breaks a school rule: in gully without a teacher, in creek
without a teacher, bikes on patio, throwing anything, and so
forth.

24. Requests help or information from the teacher.

25. Waits for help he has requested.

26. Responds with the appropriate physical act to the help, infor-
mation, or support offered by an adult.

27. Engages in conversation with a teacher (not questions and
answers).

28. Participates (voluntarily) in group discussion.

29. Raises his hand and waits for recognition before speaking out in
a group discussion.

30. Interrups another child during a group discussion.

31. Asks a question of .another child.

32. Selects (voluntarily) a language or math activity (writing,
alphabet games, dictation, listening center, and so forth).

33. Selects (voluntarily) a non-language activity (clay, blocks,
and so forth).

3!. Expresses affect appropriate to the context by non-verbal means- -
e.g., facial expressions, posture, vocal inflection.

35. Unable to control affect -- e.g., temper tantrum, hysteria,
hitting.
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1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Joins anoth. chid. or oth. chldn.
in n1.._or wk. act,

(

Initiates a pl. or wk. act. w. anoth.
__Jd or 01.ch11.
Incorporates an idea or sug. of anoth.

chld. or oth. chldn. into a pl. or
wk. sit,

Contributes an idea or sug. to a pl.
or wk. sit. in which he is involv.
w,_anoth._chldo_or oth. ch)rin

Verbally expreso an agreernt. or dis-
agreemto w, anotho chid. or 170 oth.
chldn,

Talks to anotho clIld. to resolve a con-
flict (as °pp. to hit._, push., tattl.)

Verbalizes his wishes to anoth. chid.
('Don't do that.", "Can I have a turffP)

Defends self phys. when atttk by
anoth,_ chld,

Seeks help from T. when attlk by anoth.
chid.

i

Procures the mat. which he needs for a
prof.

Persists at task of his choos. while
being press. by anoth. chld. to choos.
anoth_._1301_.

Asks for a grpo mat. when he needs it.

Takes a grp. mat. when he needs it.

Shares (vol.) a grp. mat. w. anoth.
ohldA_or oth. chldn.

Destroys or wastes grp. mat. or equip.

Util. grp. mat.

Takes grp. mat. not needed for his proj.

Leaves prof. inc.

Asks anotho chdl. to move out of his way.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

23,

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

OBSEVATION SCHEDULE (Continued)

Quest. the rees, for a grp. rul,
proc. or ans.

Expresses dislike for a grp. rul, proc.
or ans. verbally or non-verbally

Breaks a school rul: in gul. w /T.,
in Cr. w/o T., bikes on pat., throw.
anythinal etc.

Requests hlp. or info. from the T.

Waits for hlp. he has req.

Responds w. the appro. phy. act. to the
hlp., info., or support offer. by an

_adult.
Engages in converse. w. T. (not Quest.

& ans.)
Participates (vol.) in grp. discuss.

Raises hand and waits for recog. before
speak. out in grip. discuss.

Interrups anoth. chid. dur. grp. discuss.

Asks a quest. of anoth. chid.

Selects (vol.) a lang. or math act.
(writ., alph. games, dictation,
listen. center)

Selects (vol.) an act which is not lang.
or math related (art, clay, blks, etc.)

Expresses aff. appro. to the context by
non-verb. means -- e.g., facial exp.,
PQA1A4 vu_al inrle.e.

Unable to contll affect -- e.g., temp.
tantrum, hysteria, hit.
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A. Evi
gem

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

B. Evi
its
wor

1.

2.

3.

CRITERION ITS (Observation)

fences independence in caring for his
physical needs.

Can put on and take off jacket or
3weatr - 3 ran.

Can put on sox and shoes (exc. tying)
- 5 min.

Can button. three one-inch buttons
- 2 min.

Removes belongings from locker before
goinc home - 2 of 3 times

Writes his name on materials he wishes
to keen - 2 of 3 times

Returns to the classroc (2 min.) at
the sound of an audible signal
- 2 times

Upon returning to the classroom he
chooses an activity area which is

4amri!lrlin,thgL.Plqsroom (2 min.)

Moves to the area and procures the
materials or equipment necessary
to begin work

,

Remains with the daosen activity fora
reasonable length of time (10 min.)

Returns materials and equipment to
proper storage area and disposes
of scraps when finished with an

rtivity_=_-2_tioas

dences an awareness of his on body and
functions in the social and physical

ld.

Can point to 9 of the following body
parts as that part is named.

ankle elbow knee chest
hip neck chin

shoulder wrist heel

.

Can Climb a ladder to a height of
6 feet, -- 2 min.

Can jump from a height of 3 feet.
.
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5.

6.

C. Gro

1.

2.

3.

CRITERION ITEXS (Continued)

/h
Can push a 20 lb. weight across a

level floor for a distance of
10'.

Can lift a weight of 15 lbs. to waist
height and carry it a distance
of 10'.

Can run a distance of 50' using
opposing arm and leg movements.

;s motor skills

Can toss 3 of 5 beanbags into a
three foot circle from a dis-
tance of_51,

Can wall: a 3, inch balance beam for
a distance of 6'.

Can move to the right or left of a
distance of at least 2' in prepa-
ration to stop a ball which is
rolled to him from a distance of

_20,
Can move in front of, and prepare to

catch, a ball which is bounced
within 2' of him.
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CRITERION ITEAS

A. Auditory discrimination

1. Following a single oral presentation of the following set of
directions, the student will perform, in proper sequence, the
actions called for by the entire set. (Max. time: 2 min.)

(a) Raise both hands above your head.
(b) Turn around once.
(c) Sit down on the floor.

2. After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the stu-
dent will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether or not
the pair of words rhyne. (errors allowed:1)

e.g., cat - hat

(a) way - day
dog - log
cat - mouse
top - stop
run - fast

cake - mal:e

girl - on
boy - toy
look - see
doll - baby

3. After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the stu-
dent will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether the
given pair of words begin with the same beginning sound.
(errors allowed: 1)

e.g., boy - bat

(a) rat - ran
dog - top
for - farm
sat -crap
not - pen

Bob - baby
see - Sam
party - birthday
table - chair
look - lake

4. After hearing each of the following pairs of words, the stu-
dent will indicate (verbally or non-verbally) whether the
given pair of words have the same endinr, sound. (errors
allowed: 1)

e.g., top - hip

(a) fast - first
call - hat
table - apple
walked - played
chair - table

then - where
oranges - garages
fat - not
mother - woman
coat - sweater
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5. After hearing the following short story, the student will

verbally recall the events (3 of the 4) from the story in

proper sequence.

The Beach Trio

Bill and his mother were planning fora trip to the

beach. Before/leaving for the beach Bill *fed his dog,

Bozo, then he (2 helped his mother carry tl?e,picnic basket

to the car. When he got to the beach, he 3)played with his

friend Sam until it was time to go home. He was very tired

and (4) fell asleep as soon as he got home.

1. fed the dog Bozo
2. helped his mother carry the picnic basket

3. played with his friend Sam

L. fell asleep

6. After hearing the following incomplete sentences, the student

will complete the sentence by verbally adding an appropriate

noun or verb.

e.g., A kitten likes to drink (milk)

(a) My puppy likes to play with a .

(b) The astronauts went to the .

(c) Tommy the bike fast.

(d) I can on the telephone.

(e) I saw at the zoo.

Bo Visual discrimination

10 From a series of 10 shapes (shown to him) to pick: out 5 which

possess a particular characteristic.
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2. After seeing the following 10 words, the student will point
out the 5 which begin with the scc letter.

bird wagon
cat begin
boy table
baby picture
swing button

;. After seeing drawings of each of the following shapes,. the
student will verbally name the shape which is indicated
(circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

4. When presented with each of the 8 basic colors, to verbally
name the color indicated.

Red; Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Black, Brown

5. When presented with. 3 sticks of varying lengths, to verbally
tell which is longest and which is shortest.

6. When presented with 3 blocks of the same shape, butovarying
in size, to verbally tell which is smallest and which is

117:12221:.

7. When presented witl. the capital letters of the alphabet in
any order, to verbally call the name of letters as they are
pointed out. (errors allowed: 1)

8. When presented with the srr.all letters of the alphabet in any
order, to verbally call the names of the letters as they are
given. (errors allowed: 1)

9. Given 5 words on a chart and a set of flash cards containing
matching words, the student will match the flashcard words
to the words on the chart.

baby
cake
dog
jump
make

10. Given a list containing the given names of the children in
his class, the student will point out his own name.
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C. Fine motor

1. The student will write his given mme using mmuscript
letters -- both capital and small letters. (e.g., Thomas)

D. Oral vocnbula!'y

1. To dictate 2 complete sentences or a story containing at
least 2 complete sentences -- to be written by the teacher or
observer. (5 min.)

2. When presented with the following items, the learner will use
at least two words to describe how the item feels (not
including nice) good, O.K., bad).

sandpaper (e.g., rough, scratchy)
rubber sponge (dry) (e.g., soft, squishy, bumpy)
fur (e.g., soft, fuzzy)

3. When presented with the following items, to use at least two
words to describe how the item looks (not including nice,
good, O.K., bad, etc.)

blue rubber sponge
red drinking straw
hoilcg ball (practice ball)

E. Mechanical skills

1. Given the following individual word and a sentence, the
learner will point out the beginning and ending of each.

STOP
The boy plays ball with his dog.

2. Given a book, the learner will point out the front, back,
top, and bottom.

3. Given a book, the learner will physically perform the follow
ing as the directions are given.

(a) Find the "first" page.
(b) Turn to the "neNt" page.
(c) Turn to the "last" page.
(d) Turn "back" one page.
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APPENDIX III

EDUCATIONAL PROGRfJ,: SURVEY

Checklist of Clas3.'oom
Observational Categories

Public Schools
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. Curriculum Content

A. Sources of Curriculum
decisions

1. Teacher's experience
and background

2. District or school
publications, or
guide

3. Other books, publica-
tions, etc.

B. Existence and specificity
of aims and objectives

1. No evidence of aims
or objectives

2. Very general aims
(evident or voiced)

3. Clearly defined aims
and objectives

C. Content areas emphasized

1. Pre-reading, reading
readiness, reading

o.
Heavy emphasis

4-)

E scheduled regularly
'4 for adequate periods

of time (at least 10
'4 min.) in addition to
Ea reading story to

students
ac
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0
PI
C3

Moderate emohais
scheduled regularly
for short periods of
time (less than 10
min.); scheduled
irregularly

Little or no emnhasis-
.

not scheduled; sched-
uled irregularly for
short periods of time
(less than 10 min.)

Heavy emphasis-
activities and mater-
ials provided and
available on a regu-
larly scheduled basis;
students usually
involved

Moderate emphasis-
activities:materials
provided and/or avail-
able occasionally;
students occasionally
involved

Little or no emphasis-
activities ana mater-
ials seldom or never
provided and/or avail-
able; students seldom
or never involved.

2. Mathematics

Heavy emphasis

P4Z
o Moderate emphasis

O .
-P
1-1

N) 0 Little.or no emphasis

to +)
m

a P4
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Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

3. Science

0 Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis
O Q. ;-
t.0

° Little or no emphasis

Cr)

O C.)
V -1

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

ri
3 Little or no emphasis

H

4. Social Studies

0
Moderate emphasis

0

rz° Little or no emphasis:z

s4 0 (2,
C9 ;.

/-1

Heavy emphasis
m

O 0
: 1; Moderate emphasis

ri

0
F-1 CU

5. Motor Skills

Heavy emphasis

Little or no emphasis

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis
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Heavy emphasis

::odes ate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

6. Oral language and
communication

of
Heavy emphasis

ri
-P Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis
s-4

0
g .4-)
0 r-I

0 ri
0
t)

7.

Heavy emphasis

Eodcrate emphasis

or no emphasis

Music and :::-.tythms

Heavy emphasis
0

Moderate emphasisc.)

n Little or no emphasis
fri

+5
C
O ar

+5
ri

0 -1
i>

Q)
"0 +3

H
8.

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

Arts and crafts

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasi s

Little or no emphasis
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"
0 L.eavy emphasis

"0 .1-1

Q.

4)

::
0.)

1:3
0

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

9. Health and Safety

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

Heavy emphasis

Moderate emphasis

Little or no emphasis

. Instructional Process

A. Group instruction

1. Percentage of total
school time

2. Group size

a. whole class

b. less than whole
class

3. Instructional
patterns

a. teacher talk -
presenting instruc-
tion, asking closed
questions, etc.
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Public Schools
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b. tenc:ler-child inter-
action - more than
child's answer to
closed questions.

c. child-child inter-
action

d. teacher demonstra-
tion

e. child's manipula-
tion of materials

f. teacher's needing
to students

g. teacher directed
games

B. Independent activities

:14

1]i

1. Percenta;:e of total
school the

2. Freedom of choice

a. student free to
choose any activity
available

b. student free to
choose from a
limited number of
activities

c. student forced to
choose from a
limited number of
activities

d. student directed to
an activity by the
teacher.

3. Availability of
materials
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X I

'XI A

"X; L

/if

,

2_.

1
C. Transition and routine

a. most materials
available to the
students

b. materials available
if requested by
the student

c. materials limited
to those provided
by the teacher.

14. Role of the teacher

a. giving instructions
or information

b. directing and
limiting

c. faollitating (open
quez:tions, support,

reinforcement,etc.)

d. observing with
little or no par-
ticipation

rK

1. Percentage of total
school time

2. Tightly structured-
formal (forming lines,
teacher d:Irected,
quiet, etc.)

3. Moderately structured
(may form lines,
relaxed, teacher and
student directed)

4. Loosely structured
(student directed,
teacher facilitator)
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x.

D. Basis for the selection
of learning activities

1. School and district
publications

2. Teacher's experience
and background

3. Availability of
materials

4. Other publications,
etc.

II. Learning Climate

A. Daily schedule

1. Rigid (same daily or
weekly schedule)

2. .:oderately rigid (same
daily GI weekly sched-
ule with changes for
special occasions)

3. Moderately flexible
(general daily sched-
ule which is adjusted
for instructional
needs

4. Flexible - No set
daily or weekly sched-
ule (schedule dictated
by happenings and
feelings)

B. Classroom rules

1. Restrictive (numerous,
exclude confrontation)

2. Protective (fe, based
on safety of children)
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3. Permissive (fcw or no
set classroom rules)

C. Techniques utilized for
student control

1. >lass positive rein-
forcement

2. Selective positive
reinforcement

3. Mass use of signals
(Shh 1., Excuse me, etc.)

4. Selective use of
signals

5. Mass negative rein-
forcement

6. Selective negative
reinforcement,

7. Ignoring the behavior

D. Degree of teacher
involvement

1. Low involvement - dis-
organized, ill pre-
pared, little or no
enthusiasm, etc.

2. Moderate involvement -
organized, prepared,
proceeds routinely,
some enthusiasm

3. High involvement -
organized and busy,
enthusiastic, spon-
taneous

E. Mannerisms of teachers
towards children
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1. Positive - accc,r)ting,
honest, prais,,:s

2. Neutral - little or no
response to children

3. Negative - punitive,
repremanding, scolding

P. De;7ree of student
involvement

1. Low involvement -
flitting, inattention,
little or no enthu-
siasm

2. Moderate involvement -
busy with tasks,
follows routine, some
enthusiasm

3. High involvement -
spontaneous, busy,
questioning, enthus-
iastic

G. Pacing of classroom
activities

16 Rapid - hurried,
inconsis tent, dnildren
pushed, impatient

2. Moderate - relaxed,
busy, consistent,
patient

3. Slow - wasted time,
insufficient work,
lag between activities

. Physical Environment

A. Classroom facilities

1. Standard classroom
(Approx. 1000 sq. ft.)
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2. Yore than standard
classroom (more than
1000. ft.)

3. Covered patio - work
area attached

4. Rastroom access from
classroom

5. Sink and drinking
fountain in classroom

6. Asphalt tile floor

7. Direct access to
playjround

E. Individual student
cupboards in room

9. Group cost area in or
attached to room

10. Darkening fcilities
for winJowJ

B. Standard classroom furni-
ture and equip:Icnt (in
the room regardless of
the activity)

1. Rug or mat area suf-
ficient for all
students

2. Table work stations
and chairs sufficient
for all students

3. Piano

1. Cabinets for art
supply storage

5. Cabinets for block
storage
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6. Cabinets for bod.,,s

J1[11 Mill
7. Record player

8. Chalkboard for student
'\ ,,L, use

1

111,,

11. Projection screen

9. Chalkboard for

teacher's use only

10. Bulletin board (at
least /47x127)

120

12. Listening center

13. Typewriter (primary

type)

14.

15. Easels

16. Clay car%:,

17. Aquarium

18. Solid floor blocks

19. Hollow building blocks

C. Playground facilities

1. Sand box area

2. Grass play area

3. Paved play area

D. Standard playground
equipment

1. Trees for climbing

2. Ropes for climbing
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3. Largo boxes and boards
for building

I. Large pipes for
climbing, etc.

5. Bike storage cabinets

6, Animal cages and
animals

7. or benches

8. Swings

9. Horizontal bars

10. Horizontal ladder

11. Jun le gym

12. Climbing towers

13. Sand play equipment

14. Hollow block storage
and blocks

15. Easels

16. Student work tables

17. Dramatic play equip-
ment (boat, car, play-
house, etc.)

V. Student Population

A. School enrollment

1. Under 450

2. Between 45o and 750

3. Over 750

119
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B. Class size

1. Between 20 and 25

2. Between 25 and 30

3. Over 30

C. Class grouping

1. Heterogeneously

2. Homogeneously by age
(younger in morning,

older in afternoon)

3. Homogeneously by other
criteria

D. Socio-Economic status of
scilool population (as
judged by school princi-
pal and/or teacher)

1. Middle class

2. Upper-middle

E. Age span of student

1. One year

2. More than 1 year

'I. Staffing

A. Number of early childhood
or kindergarten teachers

1. Two

2. Three

3. Four

) 20
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B. Teaching responsibilities

1. Two - 150 minute
sessions

2. One - 180 minute
session

C. Evidence of cooperative
or team teaching

1. No evidence

2. Evidence of coopera-
tive planning

3. Evidence of coopera-
tive and/or team
teaching

D. Teacher experience

1. Less than three years

2. Three to seven years

3. Over seven years

E. Para-professional staff

1. One or more aides

2. Volunteer parent aides

F. Trainees

1. Student participants

2. One of more student
teachers

121
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